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AN UNCOUNTABLE MACKEY-ZIMMER THEOREM
ASGAR JAMNESHAN AND TERENCE TAO
Abstract. The Mackey-Zimmer theorem classifies ergodic group extensions X of a
measure-preserving system Y by a compact group K, by showing that such extensions
are isomorphic to a group skew-product X ≡ Y ⋊ρ H for some closed subgroup H of
K. An analogous theorem is also available for ergodic homogeneous extensions X of
Y, namely that they are isomorphic to a homogeneous skew-product Y ⋊ρ H/M. These
theorems have many uses in ergodic theory, for instance playing a key role in the Host-
Kra structural theory of characteristic factors of measure-preserving systems.
The existing proofs of the Mackey-Zimmer theorem require various “countability”,
“separability”, or “metrizability” hypotheses on the group Γ that acts on the system,
the base space Y, and the group K used to perform the extension. In this paper we
generalize the Mackey-Zimmer theorem to “uncountable” settings in which these hy-
potheses are omitted, at the cost of making the notion of a measure-preserving system
and a group extension more abstract. However, this abstraction is partially counteracted
by the use of a “canonical model” for abstract measure-preserving systems developed
in a companion paper. In subsequent work we will apply this theorem to also obtain
uncountable versions of the Host-Kra structural theory.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to extend the Mackey-Zimmer theorem classifying er-
godic group extensions to the “uncountable” setting in which the group acting is not
required to be countable, and the spaces the group is acting on are not required to be
separable or metrizable.
1.1. The countable Mackey-Zimmer theorem. In this section we review the classical
“countable” theorem of Mackey [11] and Zimmer [18]. It will be convenient to formu-
late the theorem here using the language of category theory, in order to utilize some
foundational material developed in a companion paper [9]. A review of the category-
theoretic notation we employ here can be found in [9, Appendix A].
We will need a certain amount of notation. We begin by recalling two categories
of probability spaces from our companion paper [9]: the familiar category CncPrb
of concrete probability spaces, and the somewhat less familiar category PrbAlgop of
opposite probability algebras. (Two other categories CHPrb, AbsPrb of probability
spaces will be introduced later.)
Definition 1.1 (Probability categories).
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(i) [9, Definition 5.1(ii)] ACncPrb-space (or concrete probability space) is a triplet1
X = (XSet, XBoolσ , µX), where XSet is a set, XBoolσ is a σ-algebra on XSet, and
µX : XBoolσ → [0, 1] is a countably additive probability measure. A CncPrb-
morphism T : X → Y between two CncPrb-spaces X = (XSet, XBoolσ , µX), Y =
(YSet, YBoolσ , µY) is a measurable map TSet : XSet → YSet (with associated pull-
back map TBoolσ : YBoolσ → XBoolσ defined by TBoolσ(E) ≔ T
−1
Set
(E)) such that
T∗µX = µY , where T∗µX is the pushforward measure T∗µX ≔ µX ◦ TBoolσ . Com-
position of CncPrb-morphisms is given by the Set-composition law.
(ii) [9, Definition 6.1(vi)] A PrbAlgop-space (or opposite probability algebra) is an
(opposite) pair X = (Inc(X)Boolσ , µX)
op, where2 Inc(X)Boolσ is a σ-complete
Boolean algebra, and µX : Inc(X)Boolσ → [0, 1] is a countably additive (ab-
stract) probability measure. A PrbAlgop-morphism T : X → Y between two
PrbAlgop-spaces X = (Inc(X)Boolσ , µX)
op, Y = (Inc(Y)Boolσ , µY)
op is a Boolean
algebra homomorphism T ∗ = Inc(T )Boolσ : Inc(Y)Boolσ → Inc(X)Boolσ with
the property that µY = T∗µX, where T∗µX is the pushforward measure T∗µX ≔
µX ◦ Inc(T )Boolσ . PrbAlg
op-composition is given by the law
Inc(S ◦ T )Boolσ = Inc(T )Boolσ ◦ Inc(S )Boolσ .
Remark 1.2. While the definition given above for a PrbAlgop-morphisms only re-
quires Inc(T )Boolσ to be Boolean homomorphisms, this homomorphism in fact auto-
matically preserve countable joins and meets. To verify this claim, it suffices to show
that
∧
n∈N Inc(T )Boolσ(En) vanishes whenever En is a decreasing sequence in Inc(X)Boolσ
with
∧
n∈N En = 0. But from countable additivity we see that µX(En) → 0, hence
µY(Inc(T )Boolσ(En)) → 0. Since the Inc(T )Boolσ(En) are decreasing, the claim follows.
As such, this definition of PrbAlgop agrees with the one given in [9].
To every CncPrb-space X = (XSet, XBoolσ , µX) one can form an associated PrbAlg
op-
space XPrbAlgop = (Inc(XPrbAlgop)Boolσ , µXPrbAlgop )
op by declaring Inc(XPrbAlgop)Boolσ to be
XBoolσ quotiented by the σ-ideal of null sets, and defining µXPrbAlgop to be the associated
descent of µX to this quotient. Informally, one can view XPrbAlgop as an abstraction of X
in which the null sets have been “deleted”. Any CncPrb-morphism T : X → Y simi-
larly induces an associated PrbAlgop-morphism TPrbAlgop : XPrbAlgop → YPrbAlgop . As an
1We use red to denote the category Boolσ of σ-complete Boolean algebras to be consistent with
the conventions in our companion paper [9], in which categories of “spaces” are denoted in black and
categories of “algebras” (which often arise as dual categories to categories of spaces) are denoted in red.
In this paper we will mostly work on the “spatial” side; algebras such as the C∗-algebra C(X) or von
Neumann algebra L∞(X) will certainly make an appearance, but we will not need the category-theoretic
properties of these algebras in this paper.
2The superscript op is a formal symbol denoting the use of the opposite category to the category
PrbAlg of probability algebras, which will not be directly used in this paper (see [9] for more discussion
on the PrbAlg category). This is in order to keep certain functors used in this paper covariant instead of
contravariant. Probability algebras are the special case of measure algebras in which the total measure is
equal to one. The symbol Inc denotes the inclusion functor from PrbAlgop to the category AbsPrb of
abstract probability spaces; see Definition 2.2.
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CH CHΓ CHΓ×Kop
Set CHPrb CHPrbΓ CHPrbΓ×Kop
CncMbl CncPrb CncPrbΓ CncPrbΓ×Kop
AbsMbl AbsPrb AbsPrbΓ AbsPrbΓ×Kop
Boolσ PrbAlg
op PrbAlgopΓ PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop
Bair
C˜ondY
Abs
CondY
Abs Abs Abs
op Alg Alg AlgInc
Conc
Inc
InvΓ
Conc
Inc
InvΓ
Conc
Figure 1. The primary categories and functors used in this paper (the
definitions are reviewed in Section 2). Unlabeled arrows refer to forget-
ful functors. Arrows with tails are faithful functors; arrows with hooks
are inclusion functors (and thus also faithful); arrows with two heads in
one direction are full; and with heads in both directions are invertible
functors. The diagram is not fully commutative (even modulo natural
isomorphisms), but the functors in blue form a commuting subdiagram
and will be used for casting operators CastCat→Cat′ (see Definition 1.7).
These conventions will be in force in all other diagrams of categories in
this paper.
informal first approximation, TPrbAlgop is an abstraction of T “up to almost everywhere
equivalence”, although one should not take this interpretation too literally in “uncount-
able” settings; see [10, Example 5.2]. This operation of casting CncPrb to PrbAlgop is
an example of what we call a casting functor, and in this particular case can be factored
as the composition Alg ◦ Abs of two other casting functors Alg, Abs, as depicted in the
diagram of categories in Figure 1.
A key notion here will be that of isomorphism in PrbAlgop: two CncPrb-spaces X, Y
are isomorphic in PrbAlgop if there is a PrbAlgop-isomorphism T : XPrbAlgop → YPrbAlgop
between their associated PrbAlgop-spaces XPrbAlgop , YPrbAlgop . As an informal first ap-
proximation, isomorphism in PrbAlgop asserts that X and Y are “equivalent modulo
null sets”, and is a strictly weaker notion than CncPrb-isomorphism. For instance, a
CncPrb-space is always isomorphic in PrbAlgop to its measure-theoretic completion,
but this completion need not be CncPrb-isomorphic to the original space in general.
Now we add dynamics to these categories, using the following general construction.
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Definition 1.3 (Dynamical categories). LetCat be a category (e.g.,Cat = CncPrb,PrbAlgop),
and let Γ be a group. We define the category CatΓ as follows:
(i) A CatΓ-object (or CatΓ-system) is a pair X = (XCat, TX), where XCat is a Cat-
space and TX : γ 7→ T
γ
X
is a group homomorphism from Γ to the automorphism
group AutCat(XCat) ofCat-isomorphisms of XCat. We refer to TX as aCat-action
of Γ on X.
(ii) A CatΓ-morphism pi : X → Y from one CatΓ-system X = (XCat, TX) to another
Y = (YCat, TY) is a Cat-morphism piCat : X → Y such that the diagram
XCat XCat
YCat YCat
T
γ
X
piCat piCat
T
γ
Y
commutes in Cat for all γ ∈ Γ.
(iii) Any functor Func : Cat→ Cat′ induces a corresponding functor Func = FuncΓ : CatΓ →
Cat′Γ by mapping aCatΓ-system (XCat, TX) to (Func(XCat), Func(TX)), and map-
ping a CatΓ-morphism pi : X → Y to Func(piCat) (which can be easily seen to be
promoted from a Cat′-morphism to a Cat′Γ-morphism).
A CncPrbΓ-system is also known as a (concrete) measure-preserving system for the
group Γ; a PrbAlgopΓ is informally an abstraction of this concept in which all null sets
have been “removed”. The casting functor Alg◦Abs fromCncPrb to PrbAlgop induces
a casting functor Alg ◦ Abs = AlgΓ ◦ AbsΓ from CncPrbΓ to PrbAlg
op
Γ, associating a
PrbAlgopΓ-system XPrbAlgopΓ to each CncPrbΓ-system X. Then, as before, we can call
two CncPrbΓ-systems isomorphic in PrbAlg
op
Γ if there is a PrbAlg
op
Γ-isomorphism
between the associated PrbAlgopΓ-systems. Informally, this means that the two systems
“agree up to null sets”, with the caveat (which is important when the group Γ is uncount-
able) that the null sets where the actions disagree are permitted to vary with the choice
of group element.
Given a CncPrbΓ-system Y , an CncPrbΓ-extension of Y is a pair (X, pi), where X
is a CncPrbΓ-system X and pi : X → Y is a CncPrbΓ-morphism; we also call (Y, pi)
a CncPrbΓ-factor of X. In both cases we refer to pi as the factor map. The collection
(CncPrbΓ ↓ Y) ofCncPrbΓ-extensions of Y also forms a category, as part of the general
construction of cone categories (Cat ↓ D) of a category Cat over a Cat-object or Cat-
diagram D; see [9, Definition A.6]; the collection (X ↓ CncPrbΓ) of CncPrbΓ-factors
of X is similarly a category (a special case of the cocone construction in [9, Definition
A.6]).
Given a PrbAlgopΓ-system Y , one can similarly define the category (PrbAlg
op
Γ ↓ Y)
of PrbAlgopΓ-extensions of Y . If Y is a CncPrbΓ-system, there is an obvious cast-
ing functor from (CncPrbΓ ↓ Y) to (PrbAlg
op
Γ ↓ YPrbAlgopΓ), and one can then de-
fine the notion of two CncPrbΓ-extensions in (CncPrbΓ ↓ Y) being isomorphic in
(PrbAlgopΓ ↓ YPrbAlgopΓ). Again, this captures the informal notion of the two extensions
being “equivalent up to null sets”. Similarly for factors instead of extensions.
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There is an invariant factor functor InvΓ : PrbAlg
op
Γ → PrbAlg
op
Γ that takes an
opposite probability algebra system X = (XPrbAlgop , TX) and returns its invariant factor;
see Definition 2.7 for a precise definition. A PrbAlgopΓ-system X is said to be ergodic
if InvΓ(X) is trivial, and a CncPrbΓ-system X is ergodic if the associated PrbAlg
op
Γ-
system XPrbAlgopΓ is ergodic.
The Mackey-Zimmer theorem concerns two key ways to extend a given CncPrbΓ-
system Y:
Definition 1.4 (Concrete skew-products and group extensions). Let Y = (YCncPrb, TY )
be a CncPrbΓ-system, let K be a compact Hausdorff group
3, and let L be a compact
subgroup of K. We endow K (resp. K/L) with the Baire σ-algebra4, as well as the
bi-invariant Haar probability measure HaarK (resp. the left-invariant Haar probability
measure HaarK/L).
(i) A K-valued CncPrbΓ-cocycle on Y is a tuple ρ = (ργ)γ∈Γ of measurable maps
ργ : YCncPrb → K that obeys the cocycle equation
ργγ′(y) = ργ(T
γ′
Y
y)ργ′(y) (1)
for all γ, γ′ ∈ Γ and y ∈ YSet.
(ii) If ρ is a K-valuedCncPrbΓ-cocycle, we define theCncPrbΓ-homogeneous skew-
product
Y ⋊CncPrbΓρ K/L = Y ⋊ρ K/L = (X, pi) ∈ (CncPrbΓ ↓ Y)
by taking the product space XCncPrb = YCncPrb ×
CncPrb K/L (using the standard
product construction in CncPrb), and defining the action TX on XCncPrb by the
formula
T
γ
X
(y, kL) ≔ (T
γ
Y
(y), ργ(y)kL).
for (y, kL) ∈ XSet, with the projection map pi = piX→Y : X → Y defined by
pi(y, kL) = y for (y, kL) ∈ XSet. If L = {1}, we refer to Y ⋊
CncPrbΓ K as a CncPrbΓ-
group skew-product.
(iii) A CncPrbΓ-homogeneous extension of Y by K/L is a tuple X = (X, pi, θ, ρ),
where (X, pi) is an extension of Y , the vertical coordinate θ : XCncMbl → K/L is
3One could of course organize the compact Hausdorff groups into a category if desired. In fact there
are two natural categories one could use here: the category CHGrp of compact Hausdorff groups with
morphisms that are continuous homomorphisms, and the subcategory CHGrppi in which the morphisms
are also required to be surjective. The latter category CHGrppi interacts well with Haar measure (sur-
jective continuous homomorphisms preserve Haar measure), allowing one to interpret the Haar measure
construction as a covariant functor from CHGrppi to CHPrb. However we will not need to extensively
use the category theoretic properties of compact Hausdorff groups in this paper.
4The Baire algebra of a compact Hausdorff space K is the σ-algebra generated by the space C(K) of
continuous functions of K into C; equivalently, it is the σ-algebra generated by compact Gδ subsets of
K. For metrizable K the Baire algebra agrees with the Borel algebra, but for non-metrizable K the Baire
algebra can be strictly smaller. See [9] for more discussion of why the Baire algebra is preferred over the
Borel algebra in uncountable analysis.
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a measurable function such that pi, θ jointly generate the σ-algebra XBoolσ of X,
and ρ = (ργ)γ∈Γ is a K-valued CncPrbΓ-cocycle such that
θ(T
γ
X
x) = ργ(pi(x))θ(x) (2)
for all x ∈ XSet and γ ∈ Γ, using of course the left action of K on K/L. If
L = {1}, we refer to X as a CncPrbΓ-group extension. We sometimes write
pi = piX→Y when we need to emphasize the domain and codomain of pi.
Homogeneous extensions are very closely related to the notions of isometric ex-
tensions and compact extensions, which play a fundamental role in the Furstenberg-
Zimmer structure theory [3, 17, 18] of measure-preserving systems, as well as subse-
quent refinements of that theory, such as is found in the work of Host and Kra [7]. See
[8] for a discussion of these relationships in both the countable and uncountable settings.
It is common in the literature to reduce to the corefree case when
⋂
k∈K kLk
−1 = {1}, by
quotienting out by the normal core
⋂
k∈K kLk
−1, but we will not need to use the corefree
property here.
One can easily check using the cocycle equation (1) (and the Fubini-Tonelli theorem
and invariance of Haar measure) that if ρ is a K-valued CncPrbΓ-cocycle, then the
CncPrbΓ-homogeneous skew-product Y ⋊
CncPrbΓ
ρ K/L is indeed a CncPrbΓ-extension
of Y , and is in fact a CncPrbΓ-homogeneous extension with the vertical coordinate
θ(y, kL) ≔ kL.
The Mackey-Zimmer theorem [11, 18] asserts a partial converse to this implication,
namely that (under some countability hypotheses), an ergodic CncPrbΓ-homogeneous
extension of Y is isomorphic (in (PrbAlgopΓ ↓ YPrbAlgopΓ)) to a CncPrbΓ-homogeneous
skew-product, possibly after passing from K to a subgroup. The following formulation
of the theorem is essentially in [5]:
Theorem 1.5 (Countable Mackey-Zimmer theorem). Let Γ be a group, let Y be an er-
godic CncPrbΓ-system, and let K be a compact Hausdorff group. Assume the following
additional hypotheses:
(a) Γ is at most countable.
(b) Y is a standard Borel space.
(c) K is metrizable.
Then
(i) Every ergodicCncPrbΓ-group extension X of Y by K is isomorphic in (PrbAlg
op
Γ ↓
YPrbAlgop) to a CncPrbΓ-group skew-product Y ⋊
CncPrbΓ
ρ H for some compact sub-
group H of K and some K-valued CncPrbΓ-cocycle ρ.
(ii) Every ergodic CncPrbΓ-homogeneous extension X of Y by K/L for some com-
pact subgroup L of K is isomorphic in (PrbAlgopΓ ↓ YPrbAlgop) to a CncPrbΓ-
homogeneous skew-product Y ⋊
CncPrbΓ
ρ H/M for some compact subgroup H of K,
some compact subgroup M of H, and some H-valued CncPrbΓ-cocycle ρ.
Proof. A proof of (i) can be found in [5, Theorem 3.26], while a proof of (ii) can be
found in [5, Theorem 3.27]. 
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We refer to this theorem as a “countable” theorem because of the hypotheses (a),
(b), (c) which place countability (or separability) type axioms on the data Γ, Y,K. The
objective of this paper is to eliminate these countability hypotheses from Theorem 1.5,
in order to make the theory applicable to “uncountable” settings in which Γ could for
instance be an ultraproduct of groups, Y could be a Loeb space, and K an uncountable
product of compact groups. A similar elimination was achieved by us in [10] for the
Moore-Schmidt theorem regarding the cohomology of cocycles. In that result it was
necessary to formulate the result exclusively in the abstract framework, and the same
phenomenon occurs here. More precisely, the main result of this paper is
Theorem 1.6 (Uncountable Mackey-Zimmer theorem). Let Γ be a group, Y be an er-
godic PrbAlgopΓ-system, and K be a compact Haudorff group.
(i) Every ergodicPrbAlgopΓ-group extension X of Y by K is isomorphic in (PrbAlg
op
Γ ↓
Y) to a PrbAlgopΓ-group skew-product Y⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ H for some compact subgroup
H of K and some H-valued PrbAlgopΓ-cocycle ρ.
(ii) Every ergodic PrbAlgopΓ-homogeneous extension X of Y by K/L for some com-
pact subgroup L of K is isomorphic in (PrbAlgopΓ ↓ Y) to a PrbAlg
op
Γ-homogeneous
skew-product Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ H/M for some compact subgroup H of K, some com-
pact subgroup M of H, and some H-valued PrbAlgopΓ-cocycle ρ.
The notions of PrbAlgopΓ-group skew products, PrbAlg
op
Γ-homogeneous skew prod-
ucts, PrbAlgopΓ-group extensions, and PrbAlg
op
Γ-homogeneous extensions used in the
above theorem will be defined formally in Definition 4.2; for now, suffice to say that
they are the natural analogues of their concrete counterparts in Definition 1.4.
The implication of Theorem 1.5 from Theorem 1.6 is almost immediate, but requires
a verification that the abstraction of concrete skew-products does not depend on the
choice of model. We give the details of this implication in Section 11.
1.2. Proof methods. To prove Theorem 1.6 we broadly follow the arguments in [5,
§3.5] (as adapted in a blog post of the second author [15]).
For part (i) of the Mackey-Zimmer theorem, the given data consists of a group exten-
sion (X, pi) of Y by a group K, together with a vertical coordinate θ : X → K. The proof
proceeds by expanding this diagram to Figure 2, according to the following strategy
(where for sake of discussion we ignore the technical distinctions between concrete and
abstract categories).
(1) First, one lifts the extension (X, pi) of the Γ-system Y to an extension (X ⋊1 K,Π)
of the Γ × Kop-system Y ⋊ρ K defined by Π(x, k) ≔ (pi(x), θ(x)k), where ρ is
the cocycle associated to the group extension X, and X ⋊1 K is the group skew-
extension of X by K using the trivial cocycle 1 (this is the same as the direct
product X × K of X and K, where Γ acts trivially on K and Kop acts trivially
on X). The point is that this new system also acquires a right action of K (or
equivalently, a left action of the opposite group Kop), which commutes with the
existing Γ action to promote this extension to an extension of Γ × Kop-systems.
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K X X ⋊1 K InvΓ(X ⋊1 K) ≡ K
H Y Y ⋊ρ K InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ K) ≡ H\K
K H\K
θ
θ∗
pi
pi
Π
pi
pi
ψ0
Φ
pi
ψ
pi
Figure 2. The commutative diagram to chase to prove part (i) of the
Mackey-Zimmer theorem. Dotted arrows are merely measurable; ordi-
nary arrows preserve the probability measure and the Γ action; and the
thick arrows also preserve the larger Γ×Kop action. Subscripts on the var-
ious projection maps pi have been omitted for brevity, as has any mention
of the inclusion functor Inc.
(2) Using an ergodic theorem and the ergodicity of X, one can show that the invari-
ant factor InvΓ(X⋊1K) is isomorphic to K, which then implies that InvΓ(Y⋊ρK)
is a factor of K. All of these factors remain invariant under the right action of
K. Using an argument based on the Stone-Weierstraß theorem and the use of
convolutions to approximate measurable functions by continuous ones, one can
classify the invariant factors of K as being of the form H\K for some closed
subgroup H of K. Thus InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ K) is isomorphic to H\K for some such H
(known as theMackey range of ρ).
(3) The factor map ψ : Y × K → H\K is equivariant with respect to the right-action
of K, and is thus determined by a map ψ0 : Y → H\K. If we lift this map to a
map Φ : Y → H, one can use this map to “straighten” the vertical coordinate θ,
to obtain a new vertical coordinate θ∗ that takes values in H rather than K.
(4) By appealing to the ergodic theorem, the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, and the trans-
lation invariance of Haar measure, one can show that the pair (pi, θ∗) pushes the
measure µX on X to the product of the measure µY on Y and Haar measure HaarH
on H, at which point it is straightforward to show that X is equivalent to a skew
product Y ⋊ρ∗ H of Y by H.
For part (ii), the given data now consists of a homogeneous extension (X, pi) of Y by
a group quotient K/L, together with a vertical coordinate θ : X → K/L. The proof now
proceeds by expanding the diagram to Figure 3, according to the following strategy:
(1) First, one lifts the homogeneous extension X of Y by K/L to a group extension
X of Y by K. It is not difficult to locate a non-ergodic extension of this type by
an explicit construction; but in order to apply part (i) we will need the extension
to be ergodic. This can be accomplished by an argument involving the Riesz
representation theorem and the Krein-Milman theorem.
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H X′ K
H/M X K/L
Y
pi
θ′∗
pi
θ′
pi
θ∗
pi
θ
Figure 3. The commutative diagram to chase to prove part (ii) of the
Mackey-Zimmer theorem. Dotted arrows are merely measurable; ordi-
nary arrows preserve the probability measure and the Γ action. Sub-
scripts on the various projection maps pi have been omitted for brevity.
(2) Applying part (i), we can view X′ as a group skew product of Y with some
closed subgroup H of K, thus imbuing X′ with a vertical coordinate θ′∗ which
is now measure-preserving. The original vertical coordinate θ of X then also
gets associated with a corresponding vertical coordinate θ∗ in the quotient space
H/M, where M ≔ H ∩ L.
(3) From Fubini’s theorem one can verify that the pair (pi, θ∗) pushes forward the
measure µX on X to the product of the measure µY on Y and the Haar measure
HaarH/M onH/M, at which point it is straightforward to show that X is equivalent
to a skew product Y ⋊ρ∗ H/M of Y by H/M.
When extending these arguments to uncountable settings, several steps need to be
taken to overcome the additional technical difficulties that arise in this case:
• The Nedoma pathology [13] shows that the Borel σ-algebra behaves badly with
respect to products on compact Hausdorff spaces that are not assumed to be
metrizable. In particular the group operations on a compact Hausdorff group
can fail to be Borel measurable. To avoid this problem, we follow [10], [9] and
endow compact Hausdorff spaces with the Baire σ-algebra instead of the Borel
σ-algebra, which is much better behaved.
• To avoid having to take the uncountable union of null sets, we will again follow
[10], [9] and pass from concrete measurable spaces, probability spaces, and
measure-preserving systems to their abstract counterparts, which gains us the
ability to “delete” the ideal of null sets so that this difficulty no longer arises.
• As is common in ergodic theory, it is convenient to model the opposite probabil-
ity algebras that arise from the previous considerations by concrete models, in
order to use “pointwise” tools such as the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, or pointwise
manipulation of cocycles. In [9], a canonical model was constructed that mod-
els opposite probability algebras by concrete (and compact) probability spaces
(somewhat analogously to how the Stone-Cˇech compactification “models” a lo-
cally compact Hausdorff space by a compact space). Crucially, the canonical
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model is functorial, so that it can also be used to model PrbAlgopΓ-systems by
a special type of CncPrbΓ-system. See Theorem 2.4.
• The group Γ is not assumed to be countable or amenable, and so many standard
ergodic theorems no longer apply in this setting. Fortunately, there is an abstract
ergodic theorem of Alaoglu and Birkhoff [1] that is valid for arbitrary group
actions, and can be used as a substitute here. See Theorem 2.8.
• In the uncountable setting, standard measurable selection lemmas no longer ap-
ply, which potentially causes difficulty in the step where one wishes to lift the
map ψ0 : Y → H\K to a map Φ : Y → K in an (abstractly) measurable fashion.
However it turns out to be possible to proceed by re-interpreting the map ψ0 as
a certain probability measure on Y × H\K, invoking the Krein-Milman theorem
to locate an “extremal” probability measure on Y × K that pushes down to this
measure, and invoking the Riesz representation theorem to obtain the desired
lift Φ. See Section 3. This strategy is similar to that used to lift a homogeneous
skew-extension to a group extension in step (1) of the proof of Theorem 1.6(ii).
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1.4. Notation. We will use the language of category theory throughout this paper. For
basic definitions, such as that of a category, functor, or natural transformation, see [9,
Appendix A]. We highlight in particular the casting convention we will use to “auto-
matically” convert objects or morphisms in one category Cat into another Cat′:
Definition 1.7 (Casting operators). Define a casting functor (or casting operator) to be
any one of the following functors:
(i) A functor depicted in blue in Figure 1. (In particular, all the forgetful functors
in Figure 1 are casting functors.)
(ii) The identity functor idCat on any category Cat.
(iii) The vertex functors Vertex : (Cat ↓ D)→Cat, Vertex : (D ↓ Cat)→Cat that
map a Cat-cone or Cat-cocone to its vertex object XCat, and any morphism f in
(Cat ↓ D) or (D ↓ Cat) to the corresponding Cat-morphism fCat. (For example,
we have vertex functors from (Cat ↓ Y) to Cat when Cat = PrbAlgop, CncPrb,
PrbAlgopΓ, CncPrbΓ and Y is a Cat-object.)
(iv) The obvious forgetful functor from CatΓ′ to CatΓ whenever Γ is a normal sub-
group of Γ′.
(v) Any finite composition of functors from the above list.
Casting functors will also be denoted as blue in the main text. The casting functors
in this paper are chosen to form a commutative diagram; thus for any two categories
Cat,Cat′ there is at most one casting functor CastCat→Cat′ : Cat→Cat
′ from the former
to the latter. If such a casting functor exists, we say that Cat can be casted to Cat′, and
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for any Cat-object X = XCat we define the cast of X to Cat
′ to be the corresponding
object in Cat′, we write XCat′ for CastCat→Cat′(X), and refer to XCat′ as the cast of X to
Cat′ (and XCat as a promotion of XCat′ toCat). We may cast or promoteCat-morphisms,
Cat-diagrams, Cat-cones, Cat-cocones, Cat-products, and Cat-coproducts to Cat′ in
a similar fashion. Thus for instance a Cat′-morphism has at most one promotion to
a Cat-morphism if the casting functor is faithful. (Informally, one should view the
Cat′-cast of a mathematical structure associated to Cat as the “obvious” corresponding
Cat′-structure associated to the Cat-structure, with the choice of casting functors in
Figure 1 in this paper formalizing what “obvious” means.)
When a mathematical expression or statement requires an object or morphism to lie
in Cat, but an object or morphism in another category Cat′ appears in its place, then
it is understood that a casting operator from Cat to Cat′ is automatically applied. In
particular, if a statement is said to “hold in Cat′” or “be interpreted in Cat′”, or if an
object or morphism is to be understood as a Cat′-object or a Cat′-morphism, then the
appropriate casting operators to Cat are understood to be automatically applied. We
will sometimes write X =Cat Y to denote the assertion that an identity X = Y holds in
Cat.
If one composes a named functor Func on the left or right (or both) with forgetful
casting functors, the resulting functor will also be called Func when there is no chance
of confusion (or if the ambiguity is irrelevant).
We give some examples to illustrate this casting convention (using concepts intro-
duced in Section 2 below). Further examples may be found in [9, Example A.23].
Example 1.8.
(i) If X = XCHPrb = (XSet,FX, µX) is a compact Hausdorff probability space, then
XCH = (XSet,FX) is the associated compact Hausdorff space, XCncMbl = (XSet,Ba(XCH))
is the associated Baire space, XCncPrb = (XCncMbl, µX) is the associated concrete
probability space, XAbsMbl = Ba(X)
op is the associated opposite Baire σ-algebra,
XBoolσ = Ba(X) is the Baire σ-algebra, XPrbAlgop = (Ba(X)/NX, µX/∼)
op is the
associated opposite probability algebra, and XAbsPrb = (Ba(X)
op, µX) is the as-
sociated abstract probability space. In contrast, Inc(X) = Inc(XPrbAlgop) =
((Ba(X)/NX)
op, µX/∼) is a smaller abstract probability space than XAbsPrb, in
which the ideal of null sets has been “deleted”.
(ii) If T : X → Y is a CncPrb-morphism, then TBoolσ : YBoolσ → XBoolσ is the associ-
ated pullback map: TBoolσ(E) = T
∗(E) = T−1
Set
(E).
(iii) If f1, f2 : X → Y are CncPrb-morphisms that agree almost everywhere, then
they agree in PrbAlgop: f1 =PrbAlgop f2, that is to say the PrbAlg
op-morphisms
( f1)PrbAlgop : XPrbAlgop → YPrbAlgop and ( f2)PrbAlgop : XPrbAlgop →→ YPrbAlgop agree.
(The converse implication can fail; see [10, Examples 5.1, 5.2].)
(iv) If X = (XCncMbl, µX), Y = (YCncMbl, µY) are CncPrb-spaces, then a CncMbl-
morphism T : XCncMbl → YCncMbl can be promoted to a CncPrb-morphism
TCncPrb : X → Y if and only if T preserves the measure in the sense that T∗µX =
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µY . If this happens then the promotion is unique; this reflects the faithful nature
of the casting functor from CncPrb to CncMbl.
2. Main categories and functors
In this section we present the categories and functors appearing in Figure 1 that have
not already been defined in the introduction. Most of these categories and functors were
already discussed in depth in the companion paper [9]; in those cases we only give an
abbreviated description of these objects here, giving precise citations to locations in [9]
that contain a more precise definition.
2.1. Basic categories and functors. We first review several categories and functors
from [9].
Definition 2.1 (Basic categories).
(i) [9, Example A.2] Set is the category of sets X (with morphisms being arbitrary
functions T : X → Y).
(ii) [9, Definition 6.1(ii)] Boolσ is the category of σ-complete Boolean algebras B,
with morphisms being Boolean homomorphisms φ : B → B′ preserving count-
able joins and meets.
(iii) [9, Definition 6.1(iii)] AbsMbl is the opposite category to Boolσ, thus for in-
stance an AbsMbl-space (or abstract measurable space) X takes the form X =
XBoolσ
op for a Boolσ-algebra X, and an AbsMbl-morphism T : X → Y takes the
form T = TBoolσ
op for a Boolσ-morphism TBoolσ : YBoolσ → XBoolσ , and composi-
tion given by the law S ◦ T ≔ (TBoolσ ◦ S Boolσ)
op.
(iv) [9, Definition 3.1(iii)]CncMbl is the category of concrete measurable spaces X,
with morphisms being measurable functions T : X → Y .
(v) [9, Definition 6.1(iv)]AbsPrb is the category of abstract probability spaces X =
(XAbsMbl, µX), with morphisms being AbsMbl-morphisms TAbsMbl : XAbsMbl →
YAbsMbl that are probability-preserving, and composition given by the AbsMbl-
composition law.
(vi) [9, Definition 1.1(i)] CH is the category of compact Hausdorff spaces, with
morphisms being continuous maps T : X → Y .
(vii) [9, Definition 5.1(i)] CHPrb is the category of compact Hausdorff probability
spaces X = (XCH, µX), where the underlying Boolσ-algebra for µX is the Baire
algebra, and the morphisms given by continuous probability-preserving maps
T : X → Y .
Unless otherwise specified, composition of morphisms is given by the Set-composition
law.
As discussed in [9], the categories Set,CH,CncMbl,AbsMbl admit arbitrary univer-
sal products (and dually, Boolσ admits arbitrary universal coproducts), while PrbAlg
op,
CncPrb, CHPrb admit arbitrary functorial (but not universal) products.
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The faithful forgetful functors displayed as unlabeled blue arrows in Figure 1 are
defined in the obvious fashion. Several additional functors in this diagram were defined
in [9], and we give an abridged description here (describing the action of the functors
on objects but not morphisms):
Definition 2.2 (Basic functors).
(i) [9, Example A.16] op: Boolσ → AbsMbl, op: AbsMbl → Boolσ denote the
opposite functors between opposite categories.
(ii) [9, Definition 6.1(viii)] If X = (XSet, XBoolσ) is a CncMbl-space, Abs(X) =
XAbsMbl = XBoolσ
op is its abstraction. Similarly, if X = (XCncMbl, µX) is aCncPrb-
space, Abs(X) = (Abs(XCncMbl), µX) is its abstraction.
(iii) [9, Definition 6.1(ix)] If X = (XAbsMbl, µX) is an AbsPrb-space, Alg(X) =
XPrbAlgop is the associated PrbAlg
op-space formed by quotienting out the null
ideal of XBoolσ .
(iv) [9, Definition 3.1(v)] If X is a CH-space, Bair(X) = XCncMbl is the CncMbl-
space formed by endowing XSet with the Baire Boolσ-algebra.
(v) [9, Definition 6.1(x)] If X = (Inc(X)Boolσ , µX)
op is a PrbAlgop-space, then Inc(X) =
Inc(X)Boolσ
op is the associated AbsPrb-space.
All the functors in blue in Figure 1 are declared to be casting functors in the sense of
Definition 1.7; for instance, we have a casting functor CastCHPrb→PrbAlgop defined by
CastCHPrb→PrbAlgop = Alg ◦ Abs ◦ CastCHPrb→CncPrb.
In [9, Lemma 6.4(ii)] it was observed that there is a natural inclusion ι from Inc ◦ Alg
to idAbsPrb, thus we have an AbsPrb-monomorphism ι : Inc(XPrbAlgop) → X naturally
assigned to each AbsPrb-space X.
We will make frequent use of the Riesz representation theorem for compact Hausdorff
spaces (equipped with the Baire σ-algebra). Given a CH-space X, we let C(X) be the
∗-algebra of continuous functions from X to C.
Theorem 2.3 (Riesz representation theorem in CH). Let X be a CH-space. Then there
is a one-to-one correspondence between Baire probability measures µX on X and linear
functionals λ : C(X) → C which are non-negative (λ( f ) ≥ 0 whenever f ≥ 0) and are
such that λ(1) = 1, with each measure µX being associated to the integration functional
λµ( f ) ≔
∫
X
f dµ.
Furthermore, the Baire probability measures are automatically Baire-Radon (one has
µ(E) = sup{µ(F) : F ⊂ E, F is Gδ} for all Baire sets E).
Proof. See for instance [16, §2], [14, Theorem 3.3], [6], or [4] for the first claim, and [9,
Proposition 4.2] for the second claim. See also [9, Theorem 5.4] for further variations
of the Riesz representation theorem for locally compact Hausdorff spaces. 
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2.2. The canonical model. A more non-trivial functor constructed in [9] is the canon-
ical model functor:
Theorem 2.4 (Canonical model functor). There exists a covariant full inclusion functor
Conc : PrbAlgop → CHPrb with the following properties:
(i) (Concrete model) There is a natural isomorphism between CastCHPrb→PrbAlgop ◦
Conc and the identity functor idPrbAlgop .
(ii) (Inclusion) There is a natural inclusion ι′ from Inc to CastCHPrb→AbsPrb ◦ Conc.
(See Figure 4.)
(iii) (Strong Lusin property) For any PrbAlgop-space X, we have the equivalence
L∞(Conc(X)) ≡ C(Conc(X)). That is to say, every bounded measurable function
on Conc(X) agrees almost everywhere with precisely one continuous function
on Conc(X).
(iv) (Canonical representation) If X is a PrbAlgop-space and K is a CH-space, then
to every AbsMbl-morphism f : Inc(X) → K there is a unique CH-morphism
f˜ : Conc(X) → K which represents (or “extends”) f in the sense that f =AbsMbl
f˜ ◦ ι′, where ι′ : Inc(X) → Conc(X) is the canonical AbsPrb-morphism. In
other words, one has an equivalence
HomAbsMbl(Inc(X) → K) ≡ HomCH(Conc(X) → K).
(v) (Surjective morphisms) If T : X → Y is a PrbAlgop-morphism, then Conc(T ) : Conc(X) →
Conc(Y) is surjective5.
Proof. Two constructions of Conc are given in [9]. In the first construction, Conc(X) is
the Gelfand spectrum of the space L∞(X) of bounded abstractly measurable functions
on a PrbAlgop-space X (viewed as a commutative C∗-algebra), with the probability
measure provided by the Riesz representation theorem (Theorem 2.3), and the relevant
claims (i)-(v) are verified in [9, Theorem 7.4, Proposition 7.5, Proposition 7.8, Proposi-
tion 7.9]. In the second construction, Conc(X) is the Stone space associated via Stone
duality to Inc(X)Boolσ (viewed as a Boolean algebra), and the measure of a Baire set in
Conc(X) is equal to the measure of the unique element of X that generates a clopen sub-
set of Conc(X) that differs from that Baire set by a Baire-meager set; see [9, Theorem
9.10]. Some closely related constructions also appear in [2] (see [9, Remarks 9.9, 9.12
and 9.13] for a comparison). However, for the purposes of this paper, the construction
of Conc can be taken as a “black box”. 
5This is consistent with the fact that all morphisms in PrbAlgop are epimorphisms; see [9, Lemma
6.3(iii)].
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Conc(X) Conc(Y)
Inc(X) Inc(Y)
Conc(pi)
ι′
Inc(pi)
ι′
Figure 4. Every PrbAlgop-morphism pi : X → Y gives rise to an
AbsPrb-morphism Inc(pi) : Inc(X) → Inc(Y) and a CHPrb-morphism
Conc(pi) : Conc(X) → Conc(Y), linked by the above commutative dia-
gram in AbsPrb, with ι′ the canonical inclusions. Casting functors have
been suppressed to reduce clutter.
As one quick application of the canonical model, one can immediately define6 the
abstract Lp-space Lp(Y) of a PrbAlgop-space Y for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ simply by declaring
Lp(Y) ≔ Lp(Conc(Y));
in this paper we will only need this construction for p = 2,∞. Furthermore one can
define an abstract integral
∫
Y
: Lp(Y) → C on these spaces just by using the concrete
integral
∫
Conc(Y)
: Lp(Conc(Y)) → C. Using the fact that Y and Conc(Y) are isomorphic
in PrbAlgop, we see that every E ∈ Inc(Y)Boolσ gives rise to an indicator function
1E ∈ L
∞(Y) ⊂ L2(Y) which obeys the expected properties, e.g., 1E1F = 1E∧F and
∫
Y
1E =
µY (E). We remark that an equivalent construction of L
p-spaces on general measure
algebras was given by Fremlin [2]; see [9, Remark 9.13] for a detailed comparison.
Also, if Y is a CncPrb-space, then the concrete Lp-spaces L2(Y), L∞(Y) can be naturally
identified with their abstract counterparts L2(YPrbAlgop), L
∞(YPrbAlgop). For instance, L
2(Y)
and L2(YPrbAlgop) can both be identified with the Hilbert spaces generated by formal
indicator functions 1E, E ∈ YBoolσ with inner product 〈1E, 1F〉 = µY(E ∧ F), and L
∞(Y)
and L∞(YPrbAlgop) can both be identified with the operator norm linear combinations of
indicators 1E, E ∈ YBoolσ , viewed as bounded linear operators on L
2(Y). As such we will
freely identify the two Lp constructions, so that
Lp(Y) ≡ Lp(YPrbAlgop)
for Y ∈ CncPrb and p = 2,∞. Thus for instance we have the equivalences
L∞(Y) ≡ L∞(YPrbAlgop) = L
∞(Conc(Y)) ≡ C(Conc(Y)).
If pi : X → Y is a PrbAlgop-morphism, we define the pullback maps pi∗ : L∞(Y) →
L∞(X) and pi∗ : L2(Y) → L2(X) by
pi∗ f ≔ f ◦ Conc(pi).
6This may appear to be potentially circular because, as noted above, one way to construct Conc is to
first define an abstract L∞ space L∞(Y) and then evaluate the Gelfand spectrum. However, it is possible
to construct Conc without using the notion of abstract L∞, and in any event it is not difficult to see using
(4) below that the definition of abstract L∞ given here agrees up to natural isomorphism with the one in
[9, §7].
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Note that with our identifications this is compatible with the pullbackmaps pi∗ : L∞(Y) →
L∞(X) and pi∗ : L2(Y) → L2(X) associated to a CncPrb-morphism pi by the Koopman
operator
pi∗ f ≔ f ◦ pi.
Thus by abuse of notation we shall use the same notation pi∗ for both maps.
2.3. Dynamical categories. Let Γ be a group and K a compact Hausdorff group (that is
to say, K is a CH-space with a group structure such that the group operations ()−1 : K →
K, · : K ×CH K → K are CH-morphisms). We write Kop for the opposite group of K,
that is to say the collection of formal objects kop, k ∈ K with group law
k
op
1
· k
op
2
≔ (k2 · k1)
op
and inverse law
(kop)−1 ≔ (k−1)op.
We then form the product group Γ×Kop, which contains Γ as a normal subgroup. Using
the general construction in Definition 1.3, one can define dynamical analogues CatΓ,
CatΓ×Kop of the categories Cat = PrbAlg
op,AbsPrb,CncPrb,CHPrb,CH. All the
functors in Figure 1 between these five categories then extend to their dynamical coun-
terparts as indicated in that figure, and there are also forgetful functors from CatΓ×Kop to
CatΓ and from CatΓ to Cat, defined in the obvious fashion.
Remark 2.5. As a gross oversimplification, topological dynamics is the study of the
category CHΓ, concrete ergodic theory is the study of CncPrbΓ, and the ergodic theory
of measure algebras is the study of PrbAlgopΓ. Finally, the theory of topological models
of ergodic theory systems is the study of CHPrbΓ (and its relationship with the other
categories just mentioned).
Remark 2.6. We will also make occasional use of the categories CatKop for Cat as
above, with forgetful functors from CatΓ×Kop to CatKop and from CatKop to Cat. We
have not placed these categories and functors into Figure 1 in order to reduce clutter.
We have now defined all the functors marked in blue in Figure 1; we deem these all
to be casting functors in the sense of Definition 1.7. It is a routine matter to verify that
these functors all commute with each other.
Next, we introduce an invariant factor functor InvΓ to define on both PrbAlg
op
Γ and
PrbAlgopΓ×Kop:
Definition 2.7 (Invariant factor functor). Let Γ′ be equal to either Γ or Γ × Kop (so in
particular Γ be a normal subgroup of Γ′).
(i) If X = (XPrbAlgop , TX) is a PrbAlg
op
Γ′-system, we define InvΓ(X) to be the
PrbAlgopΓ′-system with Boolσ-algebra
Inc(InvΓ(X))Boolσ ≔ {E ∈ Inc(X)Boolσ : (T
γ
X
)∗(E) = E∀γ ∈ Γ}
and measure
µInvΓ(X)(E) = µX(E)
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for all E ∈ Inc(InvΓ(X))Boolσ , and action defined by
(T
γ
InvΓ(X)
)∗(E) ≔ (T
γ
X
)∗(E)
for all E ∈ Inc(X)Boolσ and γ ∈ Γ
′. In particular, if Γ′ = Γ then TInvΓ(X) is now
just the identity action.
(ii) If f : X → Y is a PrbAlgopΓ′-morphism, we define InvΓ( f ) : InvΓ(X) → InvΓ(Y)
by defining
InvΓ( f )
∗(E) = f ∗(E)
whenever E ∈ Inc(Y)Boolσ .
(iii) A PrbAlgopΓ-system X is said to be ergodic if InvΓ(X) is trivial, in the sense that
Inc(InvΓ(X))Boolσ = {0, 1}, If Cat = AbsPrb,CncPrb,CHPrb, a CatΓ-system
is said to be ergodic if its cast to PrbAlgopΓ is ergodic.
Thus, for instance, if X is a CncPrbΓ-system, X is ergodic if the only measurable
subsets E of X are essentially invariant in the sense that µX(T
γE∆E) = 0 for all γ ∈ Γ
have measure 0 or 1.
It is not difficult to verify that InvΓ is a covariant functor on both PrbAlg
op
Γ and
PrbAlgopΓ×Kop. There is a natural projection from idPrbAlgopΓ to InvΓ that gives a PrbAlg
op
Γ-
morphism pi : X → InvΓ(X) from any PrbAlg
op
Γ-system X to its invariant factor InvΓ(X),
defined by setting Inc(pi)Boolσ : Inc(InvΓ(X))Boolσ → Inc(X)Boolσ to be the inclusion
map. Using this morphism, one can view L2(InvΓ(X)) = L
2(Conc(InvΓ(X))) as a sub-
space of L2(X) = L2(Conc(X)) (identifying any f ∈ L2(Conc(InvΓ(X))) with its counter-
part f ◦ Conc(pi) in L2(Conc(X))). Meanwhile, each shift T γ : X → X induces a unitary
Koopman operator7 (T γ)∗ : L2(X) → L2(X).
The following abstract ergodic theorem, which does not require any countability
or amenability hypotheses on the group Γ, describes the orthogonal projection to this
space:
Theorem 2.8 (Alaoglu-Birkhoff abstract ergodic theorem). [1] Let Γ be a group, let
X = (XPrbAlgop , TX) be a PrbAlg
op
Γ-system, and let pi : L
2(X) → L2(InvΓ(X)) be the
orthogonal projection. Then for any f ∈ L2(X), pi( f ) is the unique element of minimal
norm in the closed convex hull of the orbit {(T γ)∗ f : γ ∈ Γ} of f .
This has the following consequence. Given two closed subspaces H2 ⊂ H1 ⊂ H of a
Hilbert space H, we use H1 ⊖ H2 to denote the orthogonal complement of H2 in H1.
Corollary 2.9 (Relative orthogonality). Let pi : X → Y be a PrbAlgopΓ-morphism. We
identify L2(Y) with a closed subspace of L2(X), L2(InvΓ(Y)) with a closed subspace of
7One can interpret L2 here as a contravariant functor from PrbAlgop to the category Hilb of Hilbert
spaces (in which the morphisms are isometries); applying Hilbert space duality, one can also form a
covariant functor ∗L2 from PrbAlgop to the categoryHilb∗ of dual Hilbert spaces (in which the morphisms
are co-isometries). Much of the discussion here can be “factored through ∗L2”, reflecting the fact that
the mean ergodic theorem can be formulated in terms of Hilbert space dynamics instead of measurable
dynamics, but we will not need to adopt this perspective here.
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L2(Y), and L2(InvΓ(X)) with a closed subspace of L
2(X). Then L2(Y) ⊖ L2(InvΓ(Y)) is
orthogonal to L2(InvΓ(X)) ⊖ L
2(InvΓ(Y)) (viewing both spaces as subspaces of L
2(X)).
Proof. If f ∈ L2(Y) ⊂ L2(X), then by two applications of Theorem 2.8, the unique
element of minimal norm in the closed convex hull of the orbit {(T γ)∗ f : γ ∈ Γ} of
f is equal to the orthogonal projection of f to both L2(InvΓ(X)) and L
2(InvΓ(Y)). In
particular, any element of L2(Y) ⊖ L2(InvΓ(Y)) is orthogonal to L
2(InvΓ(X)), giving the
claim. 
We also record a simple computation of an invariant factor:
Lemma 2.10 (Invariant factor of translation action). Let X be a CncPrb-space and K
a compact Hausdorff group, which we view as a CncPrb-space endowed with (Baire)
Haar measure. Suppose that an equivalence class [ f ] ∈ L2(X ×CncPrb K) of a square-
integrable CncMbl-morphism f : X ×CncMbl K → C is Kop-invariant in the sense that
[k
op
0
f ] = [ f ] in L2(X ×CncPrb K) for all k
op
0
∈ Kop, where
k
op
0
f (x, k) ≔ f (x, kk0).
Then [ f ] arises from an element of L2(X) (viewed as a subspace of L2(X ×CncPrb K) by
applying the functor L2 to the projection map).
Proof. The potential subtlety here is that each k
op
0
f may differ from f on a null set that
depends on k
op
0
, and that k
op
0
can range over uncountably many values. Fortunately these
issues can be avoided by using duality and applying Fubini’s theorem. Indeed, for any
[g] ∈ L2(K) ⊂ L2(X ×CncPrb K), we have
〈[ f ], [g]〉L2(X×CncPrbK) =
∫
K
〈[k
op
0
f ], [g]〉L2(X×CncPrbK) dHaarK(k0)
=
∫
K
∫
X
∫
K
f (x, kk0)g(k) dHaarK(k)dµX(x)dHaarK(k0)
=
∫
X
∫
K
(∫
K
f (x, k′) dHaarK(k
′)
)
g(k) dHaarK(k)dµX(x)
and thus f is equal in L2(X ×CncPrb K) to the function x 7→
∫
K
f (x, k′) dHaarK(k
′), which
lies in L2(X), and the claim follows. 
2.4. Conditional elements. The final pair of functors we need to define in Figure 1 are
the conditional functors CondY : CncMbl → Set, C˜ondY : CH → Set defined for any
PrbAlgop-space Y .
Definition 2.11 (Conditional functors). Let Y be a PrbAlgop-space (or an object that
can be casted to PrbAlgop, such as a PrbAlgopΓ-space).
(i) [10] If K is a CncMbl-space, we define CondY(K) ≔ HomAbsMbl(Inc(Y) → K)
to be the Set-space of all AbsMbl-morphisms from Inc(Y)AbsMbl to KAbsMbl; el-
ements of CondY(K) will be referred to as conditional elements of K (in contrast
to the actual elements of K, which we now call classical elements). If f : K → L
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is a CncMbl-morphism, we define CondY( f ) : CondY(K) → CondY(L) to be the
Set-morphism Cond( f )(k) ≔ f ◦ k for all k ∈ CondY (K), where we use the
composition law in AbsMbl.
(ii) If K is a CH-space, we define C˜ondY (K) ≔ HomCH(Conc(Y) → K) to be the
Set-space of all CH-morphisms from Conc(Y) to K. If f : K → L is a CH-
morphism, we define C˜ondY( f ) : C˜ondY(K) → C˜ondY(L) to be the Set-morphism
Cond( f )(k) ≔ f ◦ k for all k ∈ C˜ondY (K).
It is easy to see that CondY : CncMbl → Set is a covariant functor. Every classical
element k ∈ K gives rise to a conditional element k ∈ CondY (K), defined via the pullback
operation kBoolσ by
kBoolσ(E) = 1k∈E
for all E ∈ KBoolσ; this gives a natural transformation from the forgetful functor ForgetCncMbl→Set
to CondY . The significance of the spaces CondY (K) for us is that they will be used to
describe the components ργ of an abstract K-valued cocycle ρ on a PrbAlg
op
Γ-space Y
when K is a compact Hausdorff group.
From Theorem 2.4(iv) we have the fundamental equivalence
CondY(K) ≡ C˜ondY(K) (3)
for any CH-space K; in fact a routine verification shows that we in fact have a natural
isomorphism between C˜ondY and CondY ◦ Bair. Thus, every conditional element k of
K has a canonical representation as a CH-morphism k˜ : Conc(Y) → K. This repre-
sentation plays a role analogous to “representation theorems” (also known as liftings,
cf. [2, Chapter 34]), such as the one of Maharam [12], that represent various abstract
measurable maps by concrete ones, see [10, Corollary 5.8]. However, there are several
advantages to the representation (3). Firstly, the concrete representation k˜ is automati-
cally continuous. Secondly, Y is not required to be modeled by a space with a complete
σ-algebra. Thirdly, the representation is canonical and functorial, in contrast to the Ma-
haram theorem which does not assert any uniqueness of the representation and provides
no functoriality properties.
As one application of (3), we see that for a PrbAlgop-space Y , that
L∞(Y) = L∞(Conc(Y)) ≡ C(Conc(Y)) =
⋃
R>0
C˜ondY(B(0,R)) ≡
⋃
R>0
CondY(B(0,R)) (4)
where B(0,R) is the closed unit ball of radius R in C (and we view C˜ondY (B(0,R)),R > 0
as a nested increasing collection of sets, and similarly for CondY(B(0,R))). Thus we can
identify L∞(Y) with the bounded conditional elements of C. To put it another way,
every boundedAbsMbl-morphism from Inc(Y) to C has a unique continuous extension
to Conc(Y).
We present a useful technical lemma:
Lemma 2.12 (Base change is an inclusion). Let pi : X → Y be a PrbAlgop-morphism.
Then the base change natural transformation pi∗ : C˜ondY → C˜ondX that assigns to each
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CH-space K the Set-morphism pi∗ : C˜ondY(K) → C˜ondX(K) defined by pi
∗k ≔ k ◦
Conc(pi) is a natural inclusion. In particular, the abstract pullback map pi∗ : CondY(K) →
CondX(K) is injective for any CH-space K.
Proof. This follows from the surjectivity of Conc(pi) (Theorem 2.4(iv)). 
3. Lifting conditional elements from group quotients
Let Y be a PrbAlgop-space, and let K be a compact Hausdorff group. Then C˜ondY(K) =
HomCH(Conc(Y) → K) obviously has the structure of a group (and hence, by (3), so
does CondY(K)). If H is a closed subgroup of K (not necessarily normal), then C˜ondY(H)
can be identified with a subgroup of C˜ondY(K) in the obvious fashion, so we may form
the quotient spaces
C˜ondY (K)/C˜ondY (H), C˜ondY(H)\C˜ondY(K).
Meanwhile, the quotient spaces K/H,H\K have the structure of CH-spaces, so we may
also form the spaces
C˜ondY(K/H), C˜ondY(H\K).
The projection map from K to K/H is a CH-morphism, hence induces a correspond-
ing map from C˜ondY(K) to C˜ondY(K/H). Any two elements of the group C˜ondY (K)
that differ on the right by an element of the subgroup C˜ondY(H) can easily be seen
to map to the same element of C˜ondY (K/H). Thus we have a canonical map from
C˜ondY(K)/C˜ondY(H) to C˜ondY(K/H), and similarly a canonical map from C˜ondY(H)\C˜ondY (K)
to C˜ondY(H\K). It is easy to see that this canonical map is injective.
In this section we establish the innocuous-looking (but quite important) result that
these canonical maps are also surjective:
Theorem 3.1 (Lifting conditional elements). With the notation as above, we have the
identifications
C˜ondY(K)/C˜ondY(H) = C˜ondY(K/H), C˜ondY(H)\C˜ondY (K) = C˜ondY(H\K).
In particular, by (3), we also have the identifications
CondY(K)/CondY(H) = CondY(K/H), CondY(H)\CondY (K) = CondY(H\K).
Proof. We just establish the second claim C˜ondY(H)\C˜ondY(K) = C˜ondY(H\K), as the
other claim is completely analogous.
As mentioned above, it suffices to prove surjectivity of the canonical map. Using (3),
it will suffice to show that, given any θ˜ ∈ C˜ondY(H\K), there exists θ
′ ∈ CondY(K) such
that θ˜◦ι′ =AbsMbl pi◦θ
′, where ι′ : Inc(Y) → Conc(Y) is the canonicalAbsPrb-inclusion
and pi : K → H\K is the quotient CH-morphism.
At first glance this seems difficult, as in our uncountable setting we do not necessarily
have a cross-section map from H\K to K (a right inverse of pi) which is continuous or
even measurable. Nevertheless we will be able to proceed with the aid of the Riesz
representation theorem and the Krein-Milman theorem.
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We introduce the space
X˜ ≔ {(y˜, k) ∈ Conc(Y) ×Set K : k ∈ θ˜(y˜)}
where we view θ˜(y˜) ∈ H\K as a right-coset of H in K. This is a compact subspace of
Conc(Y) ×CH K and is hence also a CH-space.
We have a CH-morphism Π : X˜ → Y defined by Π(y˜, k) ≔ y˜. We define a measure
µX˜ on X˜ via the Riesz representation theorem (Theorem 2.3) by requiring that∫
X˜
F dµX˜ ≔
∫
Conc(Y)
(∫
θ˜(y˜)
F(y˜, k) dHaarθ˜(y˜)(k)
)
dµConc(Y)(y˜)
for all F ∈ C(X˜), where Haarθ˜(y˜) is Haar probability measure
8 on the coset θ˜(y˜). Note
that one can easily verify that the expression in parentheses varies continuously in y˜ and
so the integral is well-defined. In particular, we have∫
X˜
f ◦ Π dµX˜ =
∫
Conc(Y)
f dµConc(Y)
for all f ∈ C(Conc(Y)), or equivalently that (X˜, µX˜,Π) is aCHPrb-extension of Conc(Y).
By another appeal to Theorem 2.3, the collection of all measures µX˜ on X˜ for which
(X˜, µX˜,Π) is a CHPrb-extension of Conc(Y) can be identified with a convex subset of
C
C(X˜), which is compact by Tychonoff’s theorem, and non-empty by the above discus-
sion. By the Krein-Milman theorem, we can find a measure µX˜ which corresponds to an
extreme point in this convex set.
We now use this extreme point to construct the lift θ′ : Inc(Y) → K. Let E ∈ KBoolσ ,
then by the Radon-Nikody´m theorem there is a function fE ∈ L
∞(Conc(Y)) = L∞(Y)
with 0 ≤ fE ≤ 1 such that the measure 1X˜∩(Conc(Y)×E)µX˜ pushes forward to fEµConc(Y)
under Π. We claim that this function fE only takes values 0, 1 (outside of null sets). If
this were not the case, then there would exist ε > 0 and some measurable subset F of
Conc(Y) of positive measure such that ε ≤ fE ≤ 1 − ε on F. This implies that µX˜ is the
arithmetic mean of the two measures µX˜,−, µX˜,+ defined by
µX˜,±(U) = µX˜(U\(F×K))+
∫
U∩(F×E)
fE(y˜) ± ε
fE(y˜)
dµX˜(y˜, k)+
∫
U∩(F×(K\E)
1 − fE(y˜) ∓ ε
1 − fE(y˜)
dµX˜(y˜, k)
for any U ∈ X˜Boolσ . One easily verifies that µX˜,−, µX˜,+ are probability measures distinct
from µX˜ and that (X˜, µX˜,±,Π) are CHPrb-extensions of Conc(Y) for both choices of sign
±, contradicting extremality. Thus fE only takes values 0, 1, hence there is a unique
element Φ(E) of Inc(Y)Boolσ such that
fE = 1Φ(E)
8A minor technical point: all our Haar measures will be Baire-Radon measures rather than the Borel-
Radon measures that one typically sees in the literature. However, there is little distinction between the
two, as every Baire-Radonmeasure can be uniquely extended to a Borel-Radonmeasure (see [9, Corollary
5.5]), and it is also not difficult to show that both probability measures have the same completion.
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thus ∫
X˜
1F(y˜)1E(k) dµX˜(y˜, k) =
∫
Y
1F1Φ(E)dµY
for all F ∈ Conc(Y)Boolσ and E ∈ KBoolσ (on the right-hand side we view 1F as an element
of L∞(Y)). From this and dominated convergence we easily verify that Φ : KBoolσ →
YBoolσ is a Boolσ-homomorphism, thus θ
′
≔ ΦAbsMbl is an element of CondY(K).
Now suppose E takes the form E = pi−1(E′) for some E′ ∈ (H\K)Boolσ , then 1E(k) =
1θ˜−1(E′)(y˜) by construction of X˜. The above identity then abstracts to∫
Y
1F1ι′
Boolσ
◦θ˜Boolσ (E
′) =
∫
Y
1F1θ′
Boolσ
(pi−1(E′))
for all F ∈ Inc(Y)Boolσ , thus θ˜ ◦ ι
′ and pi ◦ θ′ agree in Boolσ, hence in AbsMbl, as
required. 
4. Extensions and skew-products in probability algebras
In Definition 1.4 we defined the notion of a cocycle, skew-product, and extension in
the CncPrbΓ-category. We can similarly define such concepts in the CHPrbΓ-category:
Definition 4.1 (CHPrb skew-products and extensions). We define the notions of a
CHPrbΓ-cocycle,CHPrbΓ-homogeneous skew-product,CHPrbΓ-group skew-product,
CHPrbΓ-homogeneous extension, and CHPrbΓ-group extension exactly as in Defini-
tion 1.4, replacing all occurrences of CncPrb,CncPrbΓ with CHPrb,CHPrbΓ respec-
tively, and requiring the cocycle ργ to be a CH-morphism (i.e., continuous and measur-
able) rather than merely being a CncMbl-morphism (i.e., measurable).
We can leverage this definition using the canonical model functor Conc to define the
analogous notions in PrbAlgop:
Definition 4.2 (PrbAlgopΓ skew-products and extensions). Let Γ be a group, Let Y =
(YPrbAlgop , TY) be a PrbAlg
op
Γ-system, let K be a compact Hausdorff group, and let L be
a closed subgroup of K.
(i) A K-valued PrbAlgopΓ-cocycle on Y is a tuple ρ = (ργ)γ∈Γ of conditional ele-
ments ργ ∈ CondY(K) of K that obeys the cocycle equation
ργγ′ = (ργ ◦ Inc(T
γ′
Y
))ργ′ (5)
for all γ, γ′ ∈ Γ, using the group structure on CondY (K). We define the canonical
representation ρ˜ = (ρ˜γ)γ∈Γ of this cocycle to be the elements ρ˜γ ∈ C˜ond(Y)
associated to ργ by the natural isomorphism in (3). Note that ρ˜ is a K-valued
CHPrbΓ-cocycle on Conc(Y).
(ii) If ρ is a K-valued PrbAlgopΓ-cocycle, we define the PrbAlg
op
Γ-group skew-
product Y⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K and PrbAlg
op
Γ-homogeneous skew-product Y⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K/L
by the formulae
Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K ≔ (Conc(Y) ⋊
CHPrbΓ
ρ˜ K)PrbAlgopΓ
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and
Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K/L ≔ (Conc(Y) ⋊
CHPrbΓ
ρ˜ K/L)PrbAlgopΓ .
(iii) An PrbAlgopΓ-homogenous extension of Y by K/L is a tuple (X, pi, θ, ρ), where
(X, pi) is a PrbAlgopΓ-extension of Y , the vertical coordinate θ ∈ CondX(K/L) is
such that Inc(pi), θ jointly generate Inc(X)Boolσ , and ρ = (ργ)γ∈Γ is a K-valued
PrbAlgopΓ-cocycle such that
θ ◦ Inc(T
γ
X
) = (ργ ◦ Inc(pi))θ (6)
for all and γ ∈ Γ, using the action of CondX(K) on CondX(K/L) arising from
Theorem 3.1. If L is trivial, we refer to such a tuple as a PrbAlgopΓ-group
extension of Y by K.
Note that every PrbAlgopΓ-group skew-product X = Y⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K is also a PrbAlg
op
Γ-
homogeneous skew-extension, with factor map
pi ≔ CastCHPrbΓ→PrbAlgopΓ(piConc(Y))
and vertical coordinate
θX ≔ ι ◦ Inc(piK),
where piConc(Y) : Conc(Y) ×
CHPrb K → Conc(Y), piK : Conc(Y) ×
CHPrb K → K are the
canonical coordinateCHPrb-morphisms, and ι : Inc(K) → K is the canonicalAbsMbl-
inclusion.
Next, observe that a CHPrbΓ-group skew-product X = Y⋊
CHPrbΓ
ρ K can automatically
be promoted to a CHPrbΓ×Kop-system, with the action of Γ × K
op given by
T
(γ,k
op
0
)
X
(y, k) ≔ (T
γ
Y
(y), ργ(y)kk0)
for γ ∈ Γ, k
op
0
∈ Kop, y ∈ YSet, and k ∈ K. One easily checks (using the Fubini–Tonelli
theorem and the bi-invariance of Haar measure HaarK) that this is indeed a promotion of
X to aCHPrbΓ×Kop-system (note it is necessary to work with the reversed group K
op here
in order to maintain the group action property). As a consequence, any PrbAlgopΓ-group
skew product X = Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K can similarly be promoted to a PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop-system.
We close this section with a criterion for determining when an extension is equivalent
to a skew-product.
Proposition 4.3 (Criterion for skew product). Let Y = (YPrbAlgop , TY) be a PrbAlg
op
Γ-
system, and let K be a compact Hausdorff group, and let L be a closed subgroup of
K. We view K/L as a CHPrb-space, equipped with (Baire-Radon) Haar probability
measure HaarK/L. Let (X, pi, θ, ρ) be a PrbAlg
op
Γ-extension of Y by K/L. Suppose that
one has ∫
X
(pi∗ f )(g ◦ θ) =
(∫
Y
f
) (∫
K/L
g
)
(7)
for all f ∈ L∞(Y) and g ∈ C(K/L) (where we use (4) to interpret g ◦ θ ∈ CondX(C) as
an element of L∞(X)). Then X is isomorphic as an extension of Y in PrbAlgopΓ (i.e.,
isomorphic in (PrbAlgopΓ ↓ Y)) to Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K/L.
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Proof. Applying the canonical model functor Conc to the PrbAlgopΓ-extension (X, pi, θ, ρ)
of Y by K/L, we obtain a CHPrbΓ-extension (Conc(X), Conc(pi), θ˜, ρ˜) of Conc(Y) by
K/L, where ρ˜ is the functorial concrete representation of ρ as a K-valued CHPrbΓ-
cocycle on Conc(Y), and θ˜ ∈ C˜ondX(K/L) is the continuous representative of θ ∈
CondX(K/L). Let φ˜ : Conc(X) → Conc(Y) ×
CH K/L be the CH-morphism defined by
φ˜(x˜) ≔ (Conc(pi)(x˜), θ˜(x˜)) (8)
for x˜ ∈ Conc(X)Set, then from (6) (viewed in the concrete model) we see that φ˜ may be
promoted to a CHΓ-morphism of extensions from (Conc(X), Conc(pi)) to (Conc(Y) ⋊ρ˜
K/L, piConc(Y)), where piConc(Y) : Conc(Y) ⋊ρ˜ K/L → Conc(Y) is the canonical CHPrbΓ-
morphism. Meanwhile, the hypothesis (7) implies that∫
Conc(X)
( f ⊗ g) ◦ φ˜ =
∫
Conc(Y)×CHPrbK/L
f ⊗ g
for all f ∈ C(Conc(Y)) and g ∈ C(K/L), where f ⊗ g : Conc(Y) × K/L is the CH-
morphism (y˜, kL) 7→ f (y˜)g(kL). From the Stone-Weierstraß theorem, finite linear com-
binations of tensor products f ⊗ g are dense in C(Conc(Y) × K/L), so on taking limits
and using the Riesz representation theorem (Theorem 2.3) we conclude that φ˜ can be
promoted to a CHPrb-morphism, and can therefore be promoted further to a CHPrbΓ-
morphism of extensions from (Conc(X), pi) to (Conc(Y) ⋊ρ˜ K/L, piConc(Y)).
Casting theCHPrbΓ-morphism φ˜ toPrbAlg
op
Γ and applying canonical isomorphisms,
we obtain a PrbAlgopΓ-morphism φ of extensions from (X, pi) to (Y ⋊ρ K/L, piY ), where
piY : Y ⋊ρ K/L → Y is the canonical PrbAlg
op
Γ-morphism. The only remaining thing to
do is to show that the morphism φ is in fact an isomorphism in PrbAlgopΓ. By chasing
the definitions, we see that it suffices to show that the pullback map
Inc(φ)Boolσ : Inc(Y ×ρ K/L)Boolσ → Inc(X)Boolσ
is bijective. Injectivity is clear from the measure-preserving nature of φ (which en-
sures that non-zero elements map to non-zero elements), so it suffices to prove sur-
jectivity. But from (8) we see that the range of Inc(φ)Boolσ contains the range of
Inc(pi)Boolσ : Inc(Y)Boolσ → Inc(X)Boolσ , as well as the range of θBoolσ : (K/L)Boolσ →
Inc(Y)Boolσ . Since these two maps generate Inc(X)Boolσ by hypothesis, we obtain the
required surjectivity. 
5. First step: passing to a product system
After all the extensive preliminaries and setup, we are now ready to begin the proof
of Theorem 1.6(i); we will later deduce (ii) as a consequence of (i) starting in Section 9.
The strategy is to gradually build the diagram in Figure 2 by following the path sketched
out in Section 1.2. Henceforth Γ is a group, K is a compact Hausdorff group, Y is an
ergodic PrbAlgopΓ-system, and (X, piX→Y) is an ergodic PrbAlg
op
Γ-group extension of Y
by K.
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K K
Conc(X) ⋊1 K Conc(Y) ⋊ρ˜ K
K Conc(X) Conc(Y)
pi
pi◦Π˜
Π˜
piθ˜◦pi
pi
pi
θ˜
Conc(pi)
Figure 5. A commutative diagram in CH illustrating (10), (11). Various
subscripts and superscripts have been suppressed to reduce clutter. The
three CH-morphisms pi ◦ Π˜, θ˜ ◦ pi, pi from Conc(X) ⋊1 K to K lie in the
group C˜ondConc(X)⋊CHPrb
1
K(K), and the first is the product of the second and
third.
Definition 4.2 provides us a vertical coordinate θ ∈ CondX(K) and a K-valued PrbAlg
op
Γ
cocycle ρ = (ργ)γ∈Γ; (3) then gives us a concrete model θ˜ ∈ C˜ondX(K) of θ, as well as a
K-valued CncPrbΓ-cocycle ρ˜ = (ρ˜γ)γ∈Γ.
By Definition 4.2 again, we can construct the PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-systems X ⋊1 K =
X ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
1
K and Y ⋊ρ K = Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ K, where 1 denotes the trivial cocycle. Ob-
serve that the map Π˜ : Conc(X) ⋊CHPrbΓ
1
K → Conc(Y) ⋊CHPrbΓρ˜ K defined by
Π˜(x, k) ≔ (Conc(piX→Y)(x), θ˜(x)k) (9)
is a CHPrbΓ×Kop-morphism (in particular, it preserves the action of Γ×K
op). Moreover,
one has the identities
piConc(Y)×CHPrbK→Conc(Y) ◦ Π˜ =CHPrb Conc(pi) ◦ piConc(X)×CHPrbK→Conc(X) (10)
in CHPrb and
piConc(Y)×CHPrbK→K ◦ Π˜ = (θ˜ ◦ piConc(X)×CHPrbK→Conc(X))piConc(X)×CHPrbK→K (11)
in the group C˜ondConc(X)⋊CHPrb
1
K(K), where piZ→W denotes various canonicalCHPrb-projections
between the indicated spaces Z,W; see Figure 5.
If we let Π : X ⋊1 K → Y ⋊ρ K be the cast of Π˜ to PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop , we conclude (using
(3)) that Π : X ⋊1 K → Y ⋊ρ K is a PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop-morphism obeying the identities
piY⋊ρK→Y ◦Π = piX→Y ◦ piX⋊1K→X (12)
in PrbAlgop and
θY⋊ρK ◦ Inc(Π) = (θ ◦ Inc(piX⋊1K→X))θX⋊1K (13)
in the group CondX⋊1K(K), where piY⋊ρK→Y , piX⋊1K→X are the canonical PrbAlg
op
Γ-morphisms
with the indicated domains and codomains, and θY⋊ρK ∈ CondY⋊ρK(K), θX⋊1K ∈ CondX⋊1K(K)
are the canonical coordinate functions.
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K K
Inc(X ⋊1 K) Inc(Y ⋊ρ K)
K Inc(X) Inc(Y)
θX⋊1K
θY⋊ρK◦Inc(Π)
Inc(Π)
Inc(pi)
θ◦Inc(pi)
θY⋊ρK
Inc(pi)
θ
Inc(pi)
Figure 6. A commutative diagram in AbsMbl illustrating (12), (13).
Various subscripts and superscripts have been suppressed to reduce clut-
ter. The three AbsMbl-morphisms θY⋊ρK ◦ Π, θ ◦ Inc(pi), θX⋊1K from
Inc(X⋊1K) to K lie in the group CondX⋊1K(K), and the first is the product
of the second and third.
6. Second step: extracting theMackey range
We are now ready to build more of the diagram in Figure 2. In Section 5 we have
constructed the PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-morphism Π : X ⋊1 K → Y ⋊ρ K. Applying the invariant
factor functor InvΓ, we obtain a PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop-morphism InvΓ(Π) : InvΓ(X ⋊1 K) →
InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ K). We now study the PrbAlg
op
Γ-systems InvΓ(X ⋊1 K) and InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ K).
For the former we have the following application of Corollary 2.9:
Proposition 6.1. Let X be a PrbAlgopΓ-system and K be a compact Hausdorff group.
Then, using the skew-product construction in Definition 4.2, we have a PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-
isomorphism
InvΓ(X ⋊1 K) ≡ InvΓ(X) ⋊1 K.
Proof. Applying Conc to the PrbAlgopΓ-morphism from X to InvΓ(X), we obtain a
CHPrbΓ-morphism from Conc(X) to Conc(InvΓ(X)), which then gives a CHPrbΓ×Kop-
morphism from Conc(X)⋊1K to Conc(InvΓ(X))⋊1K. One can easily check that the pull-
back of any element of L∞(Conc(InvΓ(X))⋊1K) in Conc(X)⋊1K is invariant under the Γ
action, and thus can be identified with an element of L∞(InvΓ(Conc(X) ⋊1 K)). Equiva-
lently, we see that L∞(InvΓ(X)⋊1K) can be viewed as a subalgebra of L
∞(InvΓ(X⋊1K)),
with both spaces being identifiable in turn with subalgebras of L∞(X ⋊1 K). If we can
show that
L∞(InvΓ(X) ⋊1 K) = L
∞(InvΓ(X ⋊1 K)), (14)
then on taking idempotents we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the ele-
ments of the Boolσ-algebra of InvΓ(X) ⋊1 K with the Boolσ-algebra of InvΓ(X ⋊1 K),
which then easily leads to the required PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-isomorphism.
It remains to establish the identity (14). Taking L2 closures, it suffices to show that
L2(InvΓ(X) ⋊1 K) = L
2(InvΓ(X ⋊1 K)),
viewing both spaces as subspaces of L2(X ⋊1 K). If this is not the case, then there is a
non-zero f ∈ L2(InvΓ(X ⋊1 K)) that is orthogonal to L
2(InvΓ(X)⋊1 K). The latter space
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contains all products gh with g ∈ L∞(K) and h ∈ L2(InvΓ(X)) (where we embed L
∞(K)
into L∞(InvΓ(X) ⋊1 K) and L
2(InvΓ(X)) into L
2(InvΓ(X) ⋊1 K) in the obvious fashion).
We conclude that f g is orthogonal to L2(InvΓ(X)) for all g ∈ L
∞(K). On the other hand,
g ∈ L∞(InvΓ(X ⋊1 K)) and hence f g ∈ L
2(InvΓ(X ⋊1 K)). Applying Corollary 2.9, we
see that f g is therefore also orthogonal to L2(X). In particular, f is orthogonal to the
(algebraic) tensor product L2(X) ⊗ L∞(K) = L2(Conc(X)) ⊗ L∞(K), but this is dense in
L2(X⋊1K) = L
2(Conc(X)×CHPrb K), hence f is orthogonal to itself, a contradiction. 
From Proposition 6.1 and the ergodicity of X we have the PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-isomorphisms
InvΓ(X ⋊1 K) ≡ InvΓ(X) ⋊1 K ≡ pt ⋊1 K
where pt is a point in PrbAlgopΓ. By chasing the definitions, pt ⋊1 K is PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop-
isomorphic to the CncPrbΓ×Kop-system K endowed with the concrete action
T
(γ,k
op
0
)
K
(k) ≔ kk0,
so we now have a PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-morphism from X ⋊1 K to K, which after chasing
the definitions is seen to agree (in say AbsPrb, after applying InvΓ) with the vertical
coordinate θX⋊1K. We also have a PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop-morphism from K to InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ K).
Applying a forgetful functor, this is also a PrbAlgopKop-morphism pi, thus (InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ
K), pi) is now a PrbAlgopKop-factor of K. We can classify such factors:
Lemma 6.2 (Factors of K). Every (PrbAlgopKop, pi)-factor Z of K is (K ↓ PrbAlg
op
Kop)-
isomorphic to (H\K, piH\K) for some compact subgroup H of K, where K
op acts on the
CncPrb-space H\K by T
k
op
0
H\K
(Hk) ≔ Hkk0, and pi : K → H\K is the quotient map
(with H\K and pi both casted to PrbAlgopKop , and H\K equipped with Haar measure
HaarH\K).
We remark that a version of this lemma for separable (or equivalently, metrizable) K
was implicitly given in [11].
Proof. Using the pullback map associated to pi (or Conc(pi)), we can identify L2(Z) with
a closed subspace of L2(K), which is then invariant under the right multiplication ac-
tion of K. As Haar measure is a Baire-Radon measure (see Theorem 2.3), we see from
Urysohn’s lemma or Lusin’s theorem that C(K) is dense in L2(K). By Young’s inequal-
ity, this latter space is also closed under the convolution operation
f ∗ g(k) ≔
∫
K
f (k′)g((k′)−1k) dHaarK(k
′).
If ψ ∈ C(K) has total integral
∫
K
ψ dHaarK = 1 equal to one, then f ∗ψ lies in the closed
convex hull of all right-translates of f for any f ∈ L2(K); this is clear for continuous f
by uniform continuity9, and the general case follows by a density argument. In particu-
lar, we see from the right-invariance of L2(Z) that the convolution operator f 7→ f ∗ ψ
9While we do not assume K to be metrizable, it is still a uniform space, so the usual theory of uniform
continuity still applies.
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maps L2(Z) to L2(Z). From the uniform continuity of ψ we also see that f ∗ ψ is con-
tinuous. One can construct a net ψU of approximate identities supported on arbitrary
neighbourhoods U of the identity such that f ∗ ψU converges in L
2(K) to f for every
f ∈ L2(K) (again, this is easiest to verify first for continuous f , with the general case
then following by density), so in particular we see that every function in L2(Z) can be
written as the limit of functions in the space A ≔ C(K) ∩ L2(Z). In other words, A is
dense in L2(Z).
Let H be the left symmetry group ofA, that is to say H is the collection of all k0 ∈ K
such that f (k0k) = f (k) for all f ∈ A and k ∈ K. Clearly H is a compact subgroup
of K, and A may be viewed as a subspace of C(H\K) ⊂ L2(H\K). It is also invariant
under right translations by K. From this and the definition of H we see that A is a
unital algebra that separates points, hence by the Stone-Weierstraß theorem it is dense
in C(H\K) in the uniform norm, hence dense in L2(H\K). Thus the L2(K) closure ofA
can be identified with L2(H\K). But this closure was already found to equal L2(Z), thus
L2(Z) ≡ L2(H\K).
Inspecting the idempotent elements of both sides, we see that Z can be identified in
PrbAlgop with H\K; using the Koopman action one can promote this to a PrbAlgopKop-
identification, and the claim follows. 
Applying this lemma to our current situation, we conclude that there is a compact
subgroup H of K such that InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ K) is PrbAlg
op
Kop-isomorphic to H\K for some
compact subgroup H of K; we can promote this to a PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-isomorphism by
letting Γ act trivially on H\K (after first applying Conc to define the action concretely
if desired). We thus create a PrbAlgopΓ×Kop-morphism ψ : Y ⋊ρ K → H\K, completing
the right-hand portion of the commutative diagram in Figure 2.
7. Third step: straightening the vertical coordinate
Recall from Definition 4.2 that the PrbAlgopΓ-system X is equipped with a vertical
coordinate θ ∈ CondX(K). In this section we establish the following result, which uses
the various morphisms in Figure 2 to straighten this vertical coordinate by using left
multiplication from the factor Y to move it into the Mackey range H. The lifting result
in Theorem 3.1 will play a critical role in this step.
Proposition 7.1 (Straightening the vertical coordinate). There exists Φ ∈ CondY (K)
such that (Φ ◦ Inc(piX→Y))θ ∈ CondX(H) (using the group law in CondX(K)).
Proof. As ψ : Y ⋊ρ K → H\K is a PrbAlg
op
Γ×Kop-morphism, it is also a PrbAlg
op
Kop-
morphism, thus for any k
op
0
∈ Kop we have
T
k
op
0
H\K
◦ ψ = ψ ◦ T
k
op
0
Y⋊ρK
.
If we let ψ˜ ∈ CondY⋊ρK(H\K) be the conditional element of H\K defined by
ψ˜ ≔ ι ◦ Inc(ψ)
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where ι : Inc(H\K) → H\K is the canonical AbsPrb-inclusion, we conclude that
ψ˜k0 = (T
k
op
0
Y⋊ρK
)∗ψ˜
in CondY⋊ρK(H\K), where we view k0 as an element of CondY⋊ρK(K) which acts on
the right on CondY⋊ρK(H\K). Meanwhile, the standard vertical coordinate θY⋊ρK ∈
CondY⋊ρK(K) obeys the similar identity
θY⋊ρKk0 = (T
k
op
0
Y⋊ρK
)∗θY⋊ρK,
in CondY⋊ρK(K), as can be seen by first observing the identity
piKk0 =CH
(
T
k
op
0
Conc(Y)⋊
CHPrbΓ
ρ˜
K
)∗
piK
in the group HomCH(Conc(Y) ⋊
CHPrbΓ
ρ K → K), with piK : Conc(Y) ⋊
CHPrbΓ
ρ K → K the
canonicalCH-projection, and then abstracting. Thus if we introduce the CondY⋊ρK(H\K)-
element
ψ1 ≔ ψ˜θ
−1
Y⋊ρK
(15)
we have the identity
(T
k
op
0
Y⋊ρK
)∗ψ1 = ψ1
in CondY⋊ρK(H\K) for all k
op
0
∈ Kop. If we were in a concrete setting we could immedi-
ately imply that ψ1 descends from Y ⋊ρ K to Y . In the current abstract setting we have
to be slightly more10 careful. For any E ∈ (H\K)Boolσ , we can view 1(ψ1)Boolσ (E) as an el-
ement of L2(Y ×PrbAlg
op
K) = L2(Conc(Y) ×CncPrb K) which is invariant under the action
of Kop. By Lemma 2.10, such elements must arise from L2(Conc(Y)) = L2(Y), hence
(ψ1)Boolσ(E) lies in Inc(Y)Boolσ (embedded into Inc(Y ⋊ρK)Boolσ in the obvious fashion).
Thus we have ψ1 = ψ0 ◦ Inc(piY ) for some ψ0 ∈ CondY(H\K), where piY : Y ⋊ρ K → Y
is the canonical PrbAlgop-projection. Inserting this into (15), we conclude that
ψ = (ψ0 ◦ Inc(piY ))θY⋊ρK
in CondY⋊ρK(H\K). Applying Theorem 3.1, one can lift ψ0 ∈ CondY (H\K) to a condi-
tional element Φ ∈ CondY(K), thus ψ0 = HΦ where we view H as the identity element
of H\K (and naturally identified with an element of CondY(H\K)). Thus
ψ = H(Φ ◦ Inc(piY ))θY⋊ρK
10The problem here is that the concrete model Conc(Y) ⋊
CHPrbΓ
ρ˜
K of Y ⋊ρ K does not agree with the
canonical model Conc(Y ⋊ρ K), and the nature of the K
op action on the latter model is not completely
obvious. Hence one cannot simply apply the canonical model functor to study the Kop action in a concrete
setting.
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in CondY⋊ρK(H\K). Performing a base change to X ⋊1 K using Figure 2 and (9) (or (12),
(13)), we conclude that
HθX⋊1K = H(Φ ◦ Inc(piY ◦ Π))(θY⋊ρK ◦ Inc(Π))
= H(Φ ◦ Inc(piX→Y ◦ piX))(θ ◦ Inc(piX))θX⋊1K
in CondX⋊1K(H\K), where piX : X ⋊1 K → X is the canonical PrbAlg
op-projection. We
can rearrange this as
H = (H(Φ ◦ Inc(piX→Y)θ) ◦ Inc(piX)
in CondX⋊1K(H\K). By Lemma 2.12, we conclude that
H = H(Φ ◦ Inc(piX→Y)θ)
in CondX(H\K). By Theorem 3.1, we conclude that
Φ ◦ Inc(piX→Y)θ ∈ CondX(H)
as required. 
8. Fourth step: final application of ergodic theorem
By Proposition 7.1, we can find Φ ∈ CondY (K) such that the modified vertical coor-
dinate
θ∗ ≔ (Φ ◦ Inc(piX→Y))θ (16)
lies in CondX(H). We will now show that the maps piX→Y , θ∗ generate a PrbAlg
op
Γ-
isomorphism between X and a skew-product Y ⋊ρ∗ H for some cocycle ρ∗, which will
establish Theorem 1.6(i).
By (3), we can canonically model θ∗ by a concrete CH-morphism θ˜ ∈ C˜ondConc(X)(H).
We now have the following key computation:
Lemma 8.1 (Computation of integral). We have∫
Conc(X)
( f ◦ Conc(piX→Y))(g ◦ θ˜) =
(∫
Conc(Y)
f
) (∫
H
g
)
for all f ∈ C(Conc(Y)) and g ∈ C(H).
Proof. By the Tietze extension theoremwe can work with g ∈ C(K) instead of g ∈ C(H).
Using approximations to the identity and uniform continuity, one can approximate g to
arbitrary accuracy in the uniform topology by convolutions
h 7→
∫
K
g(hk)ϕ(k) dHaarK(k)
for ϕ, g ∈ C(K). Thus by Fubini’s theorem it suffices to show that∫
Conc(X)
∫
K
f (Conc(piX→Y(x˜))g(θ˜(x˜)k)ϕ(k) dHaarK(k) dµConc(X)(x˜)
=
(∫
Conc(Y)
f
) (∫
H
∫
K
g(hk)ϕ(k) dHaarK(k)dHaarH(h)
) (17)
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for f ∈ C(Conc(Y)) and ϕ, g ∈ C(K). By splitting ϕ into its average
k 7→
∫
H
ϕ(hk) dHaarH(h)
and its mean zero part
k 7→ ϕ(k) −
∫
H
ϕ(hk) dHaarH(h),
it suffices to prove (17) in two cases: firstly when we have the left-invariance
ϕ(hk) = ϕ(k) (18)
for all h ∈ H, k ∈ K and secondly when we have the mean zero condition∫
H
ϕ(hk) dHaarH(h) = 0 (19)
for all k ∈ K.
First suppose that we have the mean-zero condition (19). Then from the Fubini-
Tonelli theorem and the invariance of Haar measure we see that∫
H
∫
K
g(hk)ϕ(k) dHaarH(h)dHaarK(k) = 0,
so that the right-hand side of (17) vanishes. Meanwhile, by (9), the Fubini-Tonelli
theorem, and the invariance of Haar measure, the left-hand side of (17) may be written
as ∫
Conc(X)⋊1K
( f ⊗ g)(Π˜(x˜, k))ϕ(k) dµConc(X)⋊1K(x˜, k)
where f ⊗ g ∈ CH(Conc(Y) ⋊ρ K) is defined by
( f ⊗ g)(y˜, k) ≔ f (y˜)g(k).
In particular, the function ( f ⊗ g) ◦ Π˜ lies in L2(Y ⋊ρ K). Meanwhile, from (19) we see
that (x˜, k) 7→ ϕ(k) lies in L2(K) ⊖ L2(H\K) = L2(InvΓ(X ⋊1 K)) ⊖ L
2(InvΓ(Y ⋊ρ K)).
From Corollary 2.9 we conclude that these two functions are orthogonal, giving (17) in
this case.
Now suppose we are in the invariant case (18). Then from the Fubini-Tonelli theorem
and the invariance of Haar measure, the right-hand side of (17) simplifies to(∫
Conc(Y)
f
) (∫
K
gϕ
)
and the left-hand side similarly simplifies to(∫
Conc(X)
f ◦ Conc(piX→Y)
) (∫
K
gϕ
)
and the claim follows since Conc(piX→Y) is a CHPrb-morphism. 
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From (16), (6) we have the identity
θ∗ ◦ T
γ
X
= (ρ∗,γ ◦ Inc(piX→Y))θ∗ (20)
in CondX(K), where ρ∗,γ ∈ CondY(K) is the cocycle cohomologous to ργ defined by the
formula
ρ∗,γ ≔ (Φ∗ ◦ T
γ
Y
)ργΦ
−1
∗ .
Since θ∗ ∈ CondX(H), we see from (20) that
ρ∗,γ ◦ Inc(piX→Y) ∈ CondX(H).
By Lemma 2.12, we conclude that
ρ∗,γ ∈ CondY(H).
Since ρ∗,γ can be easily verified to obey the cocycle equation (5), we conclude that ρ∗ ≔
(ρ∗,γ)γ∈Γ is an H-valued PrbAlg
op
Γ-cocycle. Applying Lemma 8.1 and Proposition 4.3,
we conclude that X is equivalent as an extension of Y to Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ∗ H. This completes
the proof of Theorem 1.6(i).
9. Fifth step: extending ergodic homogeneous extensions to ergodic group extensions
Having established part (i) of Theorem 1.6, we now work on part (ii), where the
vertical coordinate θ : X → K/L now takes values in a group quotient K/L for some
closed subgroup L of K. The main step is encapsulated in the following theorem (cf. [5,
Corollary 3.27]), which one can also view as a variant of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 9.1 (Extending homogeneous extensions to group extensions). Let Γ be a
group, Y be an ergodic PrbAlgopΓ-system, K be a compact Hausdorff group, L be a
closed subgroup of K, and (X, piX→Y , θ, ρ) be an ergodic PrbAlg
op
Γ-homogeneous exten-
sion of Y by K/L.
(i) There exists a PrbAlgopΓ-group extension (X
′, TX′ , piX′→Y , θ
′, ρ′) of (Y, TY) by K
and an a PrbAlgopΓ-factor map piX′→X : (X
′, TX′) → (X, T ) such that the diagram
Inc(X′) K
Inc(X) K/L
Inc(Y)
θ′
Inc(piX′→X)
Inc(piX′→Y )
piK/L
θ
Inc(piX→Y )
commutes in AbsMbl, where piK/L : K → K/L is the canonical projection.
(ii) In part (i), we can take the PrbAlgopΓ-system (X
′, TX′) to be ergodic.
We begin with part (i). We first apply the functor Conc and (3) to canonically
model the PrbAlgopΓ-homogeneous extension (X, TX, piX→Y , θ, ρ) of (Y, TY ) by K/L by
the CHPrbΓ-homogeneous extension (X˜, TX˜, piX˜→Y˜ , θ˜, ρ˜) of (Y˜ , TY˜) ≔ Conc(Y, TY ) by
K/L, where (X˜, TX˜) ≔ Conc(X, TX), piX˜→Y˜ ≔ Conc(piX→Y) and theCH-morphism θ˜ : X˜ →
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K/L and the K-valuedCHPrbΓ-cocycle ρ˜ on X˜ are the canonical concrete models of θ, ρ
respectively. We then set X˜′ to be the compact subset of X˜ ×CH K defined by
X˜′ ≔ {(x˜, k) ∈ X˜ ×CH K : piK/L(k) = θ˜(x˜)}.
This is a CH-space. We have the CH-morphisms piX˜′→X˜, piX˜→Y˜′ , θ˜
′ defined by
piX˜′→X˜(x˜, k) ≔ x˜
piX˜′→Y˜(x˜, k) ≔ piX˜→Y˜(x˜)
θ˜′(x˜, k) ≔ k
for (x˜, k) ∈ X˜′. Then we have the commuting diagram
X˜′ K
X˜ K/L
Y˜
θ˜′
pi
pi
pi
θ˜
pi
in CH, where we suppress subscripts on the various projections pi for brevity.
We can add (topological) dynamics to the left column of this diagram by introducing
the CH-action TX˜′ of Γ by the formula
T
γ
X˜′
(x˜, k) ≔ (T
γ
X˜
(x˜), ρ˜γ(piX˜→Y˜ (x˜))k).
From (6) (transferred to the concrete model) we see that these maps are well defined as
CH-morphisms of X˜′. As ρ˜ is a K-valued CHPrb-cocycle, all the morphisms on the
left column of this diagram can be promoted to CHΓ morphisms.
Now we add probability theory to the left column, by defining a measure µX˜′ on X˜
′
by the formula ∫
X˜′
F dµX˜′ ≔
∫
X˜
(∫
θ˜(x˜)
F(x˜, k) dHaarθ˜(x˜)
)
dµX˜(x˜)
for any F ∈ C(X˜′), where Haarθ˜(x˜) is Haar measure on the left coset θ˜(x˜) of L. By The-
orem 2.3 this uniquely defines a probability measure on X˜′, and from Fubini’s theorem
and the invariance property of Haar measure (as well as further application of Theorem
2.3) we see that this measure is preserved by the action TX˜′ , and pushes down to µX˜
under piX˜′→X˜. Thus if we equip X˜
′ with the measure µX˜′ , the left column of the above
diagram can now be promoted to CHPrbΓ-morphisms. Casting to PrbAlg
op
Γ, apply-
ing Inc, and then using the canonical AbsMbl-inclusions of Inc(X˜′), Inc(X˜) into X˜′, X˜
respectively, we obtain part (i) of the theorem.
Now we turn to part (ii). Consider the collection of all possible probability measures
µX˜′ on X˜
′ for which (X˜, µX˜′, TX˜′ , piX˜′→X˜) is a CHPrbΓ-extension of X˜, or equivalently (by
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Theorem 2.3) one has the identities∫
X˜′
f ◦ piX˜′→X˜ dµX˜′ =
∫
X˜
f (21)
and ∫
X˜′
F ◦ T
γ
X˜′
dµX˜′ =
∫
X˜′
F dµX˜′ (22)
for all f ∈ C(X˜), F ∈ C(X˜′). By Theorem 2.3 and Tychonoff’s theorem, we may identify
this collection with a closed convex subset of CC(X˜
′); by the preceding construction, this
subset is non-empty. Thus by the Krein-Milman theorem, we may find a probability
measure µX˜′ in this collection which is an extreme point of the convex set. If we can
show that the system (X˜′, µX˜′ , TX˜′) is ergodic, then by repeating the argments used to
conclude (i) we obtain (ii).
It remains to establish ergodicity. If for contradiction one does not have ergodicity,
there must exist 0 < p < 1 and a set E ∈ X˜′
Boolσ
of measure µX˜′(E) = p such that E and
T
γ
X˜′
E agree up to µX˜′-null sets for all γ ∈ Γ. The measure 1EµX˜′ is then TX˜′-invariant and
of total mass p, so the pushforward (piX˜′→X˜)∗(1EµX˜′) is a TX˜-invariant measure of total
mass p that is absolutely continuous with respect to µX˜. Hence we must have
(piX˜′→X˜)∗(1EµX˜′) = pµX˜.
If we then split µX˜′ = pµ
1
X˜
+ (1 − p)µ2
X˜
, where
µ1
X˜
≔
1
p
1EµX˜; µ
2
X˜
≔
1
1 − p
1X˜\EµX˜
one can verify that (X˜, µi
X˜′
, TX˜′ , piX˜′→X˜) are CHPrbΓ-extensions of X˜ for i = 1, 2 with
µi
X˜′
, µX˜′ , contradicting the extremality of µX˜′ . Hence no such E exists, and the proof
of Theorem 9.1 is complete.
10. Sixth step: quotienting out the group skew-product
We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.6(ii). Let Γ be a Grp-group, Y
be an ergodic PrbAlgopΓ-system, K be a compact group, L be a closed subgroup of K,
and (X, piX→Y , θ, ρ) be an ergodic PrbAlg
op
Γ-homogeneous extension of Y by K/L. Our
task is to show that the extension (X, piX→Y) is PrbAlg
op
Γ-equivalent to a PrbAlg
op
Γ-
homogeneous skew-product Y ⋊ρ H/M for some H a compact subgroup of K and M a
compact subgroup of H.
By Theorem 9.1, we can find an ergodic PrbAlgopΓ-group extension (X
′, piX′→Y , θ
′, ρ′)
of Y by K and an a PrbAlgopΓ-factor map piX′→X : X
′ → X such that the diagram in that
theorem commutes. From Theorem 1.6(i), the extension (X′, piX′→Y) is equivalent to a
PrbAlgopΓ-group extension Y ⋊ρ∗ H for some compact subgroup H of K and some H-
valued cocycle ρ∗. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that X
′ = Y ⋊ρ∗ H.
The vertical coordinate θ′ need not agree with the standard vertical coordinate θY⋊ρ∗H,
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but an inspection of the proof of Theorem 1.6(i) reveals that the two coordinates are
related by the equation
(Φ ◦ Inc(piY))θ
′ = θY⋊ρ∗H
in CondY×ρ∗H(K) for some Φ ∈ CondY(K), where piY : Y ⋊ρ∗ H → Y is the canonical
PrbAlgop-morphism. Applying the projection piK/L : K → K/L, we conclude in particu-
lar that
(Φ ◦ Inc(piY))(θ ◦ Inc(piX′→X)) = piK/L(θY×ρ∗H)
using the action of CondY×ρ∗H(K) on CondY×ρ∗H(K/L). Equivalently, one has
θ∗ ◦ Inc(piX′→X) = pi(θY×ρ∗H (23)
where θ∗ ∈ CondX(K/L) is defined by
θ∗ ≔ (Φ ◦ Inc(piX→Y))θ.
Write M ≔ L ∩ H, then there is a natural inclusion of H/M into K/L. The right-hand
side of (23) lies in CondY×ρ∗H(H/M), hence (by Lemma 2.12) we have
θ∗ ∈ CondX(H/M).
Thus we now have the commutative diagram
Inc(Y ⋊ρ∗ H) H
Inc(X) H/M
Inc(Y)
θY⋊ρ∗H
Inc(piX′→X)
Inc(piX′→Y )
piH/M
θ∗
Inc(piX→Y )
in AbsMbl, where piH/M denotes the projection from H to H/M. Note that the vertical
morphisms are in fact AbsPrb-morphisms, as is the morphism from Inc(Y ⋊ρ∗ H) to H,
hence θ∗ can also be promoted to an AbsPrb-morphism. We may now cast the above
diagram to PrbAlgop to obtain
Y ⋊ρ∗ H H
X H/M
Y
θY⋊ρ∗H
piX′→X
piX′→Y
piH/M
θ∗
piX→Y
.
Now we verify the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3. Suppose that f ∈ L∞(Y) and
g ∈ C(H/M), and consider the abstract integral∫
X
(pi∗X→Y f )(g ◦ θ∗)
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where the AbsMbl-morphism g ◦ θ∗ : Inc(X) → C may be viewed as an element of
L∞(X). Pulling back to Y ⋊ρ∗ K using the above commutative diagram, this becomes∫
Y⋊ρ∗H
(pi∗X′→Y f )(g ◦ piH/M ◦ θY⋊ρ∗H).
From Definition 4.2, we may write this as∫
Conc(Y)⋊ρ˜∗H
f (y˜)g(hM)dµConc(Y)(y˜)dHaarH(h)
which by Fubini’s theorem simplifies to(∫
Conc(Y)
f
) (∫
H/M
g
)
.
Applying Proposition 4.3, we conclude that X is equivalent as an extension of Y to
Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ∗ H/M, concluding the proof of Theorem 1.6(ii).
11. Recovering the countableMackey-Zimmer theorem from the uncountable
theorem
We now use Theorem 1.6 to establish Theorem 1.5. We will just establish part (ii) of
this theorem, as part (i) is proven similarly.
Let the hypotheses be as in Theorem 1.5(ii). Thus we have an at most countable group
Γ, a standard Borel CncPrbΓ-system (Y˜ , TY˜), a compact metrizable group K, a compact
subgroup L of K, and an ergodicCncPrbΓ-homogeneous extension (X˜, µX˜, TX˜, piX˜→Y˜ , θ˜, ρ˜)
of (Y˜ , TY˜) by K/L. Casting to PrbAlg
op
Γ, we obtain an ergodic PrbAlg
op
Γ-homogeneous
extension (X, µX, TX, piX→Y , θ, ρ) of the PrbAlg
op
Γ-system (Y, TY) = (Y˜ , TY˜)PrbAlgopΓ . Ap-
plying Theorem 1.6(ii), we see that (X, µX, TX, piX→Y , θ, ρ) is equivalent in PrbAlg
op
Γ to
a PrbAlgopΓ-homogeneous skew product Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ∗ H/M for some compact subgroup
H of K, some compact subgroup M of H, and some H-valued PrbAlgopΓ-cocycle ρ∗ on
Y . To finish the task, it suffices to locate an H-valued CncPrbΓ-cocycle ρ˜∗ on Y˜ such
that Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ∗ H/M is equivalent in PrbAlg
op
Γ to Y˜ ⋊
CncPrbΓ
ρ˜∗
H/M.
Let θ∗ ∈ CondX(H/M) be the vertical coordinate of Y ⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ∗ H/M as viewed in the
equivalent extension (X, µX, TX, piX→Y , θ, ρ). From an inspection of the proof of Theorem
1.6(ii), the cocycle ρ∗ is related to the cocycle ρ by the formula
ρ∗,γ = (Φ∗ ◦ T
γ
Y
)ργΦ
−1
∗
for some Φ ∈ CondY (H). Since H is compact metrizable by hypothesis (c), it is a Polish
space, hence by [10, Proposition 3.2] we can find a CncMbl-morphism Φ˜ : Y˜ → H that
models Φ : Inc(Y) → H in the sense that Φ =AbsMbl Φ˜ ◦ ι where ι : Inc(Y) → Y˜ is the
canonical AbsPrb-inclusion. If we then define
ρ˜∗,γ = (Φ˜∗ ◦ T
γ
Y˜
)ρ˜γΦ˜
−1
∗
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then we see that ρ˜∗ = (ρ˜∗,γ)γ∈Γ is an H-valued CncPrbΓ-valued cocycle on Y˜ , which
agrees with ρ∗ in the sense that
ρ∗,γ =AbsMbl ρ˜∗,γ ◦ ι.
It remains to show that Y⋊
PrbAlgopΓ
ρ∗ H/M is equivalent in PrbAlg
op
Γ to Y˜⋊
CncPrbΓ
ρ˜∗
H/M.
By Proposition 4.3, it suffices to show that∫
Y˜×CncPrbH/M
( f ◦ piY˜×CncPrbH/M→Y˜ )(g ◦ piY˜×CncPrbH/M→H/M) =
(∫
Y
f
) (∫
H/M
g
)
for any f ∈ L∞(Y˜) ≡ L∞(Y) and g ∈ C(H/M); but this is immediate from Fubini’s
theorem.
Remark 11.1. This argument shows that the hypotheses (a), (b) in Theorem 1.5 can in
fact be deleted. We do not know if the same is true for hypothesis (c).
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